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get a record of his facial characteris- the captain and lieutenants elected to constitution Saturday, January 21."
however,
he
was
The
ordered
strike
said,
would
he much more than made up years. Therefore there should be a
that with the exception of the Xavajos
tics.
Mr. Larrazolo said that he will
stand by their ship until she was once
even
without
the
national
consulting
s
vote to have New Mexico
and Apaches, all other Indian chilmore master of herself. While the speak today in Santa Cruz and Espa- by new taxation which corporations
Engrossed Copy.
The engrossed copy of the consti- work ofrescue proceeded, the venti- nola and tomorrow in Chamita, and would particularly bear, especially enter the sisterhood of states. Hav- officers. It is a waste of money to dren can be well cared for in schools
upon the products of mines and for- ing since 1869, written and published continue the Irw:in strike under the already in existence."
tution, which will be submitted to lator gave way suddenly isolating the then at Alcalde and Velarde.
which Would thousands of columns and sent thou- present circumstances," he said. A
President Taft upon its approval at conning tower where the three offi
L. Bradford Prince will ac- ests, and the income
Utilizing the Lands.
bo derived from public officers which sands of telegrams In behalf of state total of $1,532,020 was paid out in
After saying that there are millions
the polls Saturday, has been complet- cers were stationed shutting off the company him.
1910 in support of strikers. "T am of acres of Indian
ed and was delivered to the territor- supply of oxygen.
lands in Indian
The vessel sank
Although he has had a strenuous nor goes into the pockets of the of- hood, it may be conceded the wish to
Similar copies deeper and before the conning tower speaking tour, Mr. Larazolo appears fice holder hut under the new re- - have the constitution adopted by a still of the opinion that a charter reservations, the report says that
ial secretary today.
Federbe
vote that will make the whole coun should
granted the Western
could be opened all three had
ation of Miners," he said.
on Page Five.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Contlnued
try taket notice.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Governor Mills ie expected tomgnt
from Alamogordo where he has been
ou a statehood campaign.
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
office:
yesterday at the Santa Fe land
San Ignacio,
Candelario,
Manuel
Guadalupe county; Flavio Montoya,!
Sepri-anEspanola, Rio Arriba county;
county;
Pina, Coyote, Lincoln
Robert G. McDougall, Santa Fe; Jose
Albino Montoya, San Ildefonso, Santa Fe county; Antonio Serrano,
H.
William
Mestaa, Coyote;
o

Eli-zari- o

Pierre S. D., Jan. 18. The Democratic members of both Houses of the
legislature and Chairman Lyons of
central committee
the Democratic
last night sent a telegram to Govern-- )
or Dix of New York, declaring that
the New York senatorial situation
is national, that the election of Sheehan will cost the party millions of
votes in the west while the election
of Shephard or an equally representative man will gain that number for
the party.
--
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fVUnng

an operation.
The funeral will ne
jheld in Rochester nex; Friday after- -

.

t

WEDNESDAY,

Woman's Greatest Trouble

,
Big Sandy, Tenn
Mrs. Liny
iU
deceased, who was
of this place, says: "Every two
Advice
and
Our
ry
Accept
years of ag6i was born in Rochester
weeks, I had to go to bed and stay
This Remedy at Our Risk and spent her life there. Mr. Kates there
several days. I suffered untold
since
he
seen
had
not
his
mother
Catarrh is a disease of the mucous came to New Mexico four
misery.
years ago. until I Nothing; seemed to heln me
The mucous membrane
membrane,
tried ardui, the woman's
sisthree
Five
and
other
brothers
is. one may say, the interior lining
tonic.
Although I had been afflicted
in
Rochester
ters
all
living
survive,
of the body, Catarrh then-mrmay
with
for
weaknesses
womanly
with the exception of one son, Rev.
exist in ar.y part of the system.
j several
years, Cardui helped me more
Y.
X.
of
Kates
Jerome
Belmont,
attacks
the
When
catarrhal poison
than anything else ever did.
It is
inflammation
the mucous membrane
surely the best tonic tor women on
and congestion are produced and
earth." Weakness is woman's greatfails to throw oft' the
est trouble. Cardui is woman's great
n
cd poisons.
The organ which has 1
LUIIUnirtL ILttJllLU.
est trouble. Cardui is woman's great- been afflicted ceases to perform its
that weakness and
brings back
proper function as nature intended it
In the past 50 years Car
The result is, complication (From Today's Albuquerque Morning strength.
should.
dui helped over a million women
Journal.
upon complication, which may lead
"A few years more or less make Try it for troubles today.
to other even more serious afflictions.
no difference," say some. The best
We honestly believe Rexall
will do wonders toward over- refutation of this time worn fallacy ther political, preferment they must
can be given by Francisco Perea, dele- look to the people.
coming catarrh. It is made from the
v ho fought
for
of
an
eminent physician gate in Congress,
The constitution makers were aver
prescription
who made a Ions study of catarrh, statehood in Lincoln's time. He has age men, like the rest of us; and we
deal
of
a
seen
make
great
fifty years
and his great success with this remeare all in the same boat.
dilterence; and he knows that it we
dy was an enviable one.
The Farmers' Rally.
We want you if you tire a sufferer don't get statehood now ho will never
One of the most important meetings
the
see
it.
venerable
We
can
assure
from catarrh in any form, to give
ever held by the new Commercial
Ilexall Mucu-Tona thorough trial. delegate that he will see a new star
Club is slated for next Tuesday an
I'se it with regularity and persisten- in the flag in the year of grace 1011.
agricultural rally.
Moral.
the
Pointing
if
then
a
for
reasonable
you
cy
time,
The club is getting on the right
The former assessor of this county
are not satisfied, come back and tell
us, and without question or formality got his judgment for nearly $0,000 track, the main line to prosperity.
at the We must get together with the farmjust,
we will hand back to you every cent back fees yestenki
This is certainly the psychological moment. This $0,000 is ers. It is their horny bands which
you paid us.
fairest offer that any one could make merely a balance. It is unnecessary are to build the future of the Rio
We need them and
and should attest our sincerity of to remind the taxpayers of the conn Grande valley.
purpose. It comes in two sizes, prices ty of the fact, snug sums similarly they need us.
treasurer.
former
To make this a prosperous farming
50 cents and $1.00.
Remember
you recovered by a
can obtain it only at The Rexall These men were olo ted on a platform community, the farmers must decide
of lower county salaries: they betray on what are the main
Store. Fischer Drug Co.
paying crops,
ed their pledges and got what the law the
profitable staples. This farmallows them.
er's belief that alfalfa, hogs, chickens
In the state of New Mexico, there and cows, home raised eggs and butTHE DAILY RQUND UP.
will be no little checks for $0,000 ter and cheese and cream are the
"balance on back salary" for county main chance is worthy of the most
officials in Bernalillo
county paid careful consideration. There is no "
out of the pockets of the taxpayers. experimenting to be done here; it is
LOAFING.
cause the There will be no fees in the state of a sure thing.
'Taint no use complainin
Xew Mexico. The county officials will
frost is in the air
Anyhow, it is all a mighty importAnd there ain't no birds
or ant
in not get $S,000, $!i,000, $10,000
proposition to discuss. There is
the treetops anywhere;
$12,000 a year.
nothing more important. The land
These modern institutions that, the On an average salary of $3,000 each, acres and acres of
it, is here waiting
landlords all provide
this county will save $:i,000 on its lo make our fortunes
and it is time!
Have sweet and soothin' comforts, it: county offices. The state will save to
get busy, especially now that state- will hardly be denied.
$100,000.
hood is at the door.
There's a radiator boomin' with a.
There will be no more chances for
warmth that's soft and mild
economy candidates to betray their
BACHELORS SHOULD SIT UP
And an easy chair in waitin' when' pledges to the people.
AND TAKE NOTICE!
there's time to be beguiled.
All
Taxpayers.
They're
ine .orrn wina amines tne sntitters,; Someone has overlooked the
Austin, Texas, Jan. IS. The bachediscouraged passes by,
portant fact that the men who made
For loafin' in December's
jest as the New Mexico constitution have got lors of this country will learn with
good as in July.
to live under it.
some satisfaction, and probably some
Someone hits overlooked the fact hope, that, among other accomplishThe city folks in summer to the farm
that, they will ail have to pay taxes ments
which Texas justly claims
come troopin' clown
like the rest of us; that they are farm- An' when old Winters here it looks
are
there
unmarried women
25,000
ers, lawyers, merchants,
ranchmen,
right, good to me in town;
within the borders of the state he- the
u
ti
like
iiinuuaa
miiitio
uiicifi,
I miss the clouds
o'er the ,rest of us;
that they sire equally in- tween the ages of sixteen and twen-- I
distant sky so blue,
This great number of young
in
the prosperity and well
forested
But the paper on the ceiling has a
ing of New Mexico; that they have women should attract the attention
mighty pleasant hue.
homes and wive s and children like of any one desiring a wife and also
me Clllliaie j j r(gj. 0f ug
.inn me milium,
suggests that there are opportunities
has set in for snowin' hard.
ffict thoso who have ra,w at here along matrimonial lines.
jn
Is the frame around a picture
prettier; the ..,)088 rid((,,r (.01)sUtutlon forget
that it was framed by average citi- ""u,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
And life seems kind and peaceful
the ,,,gt of Hgas.zens,,;ke
PAZO
OINTMENT is srimrantped to cure
a
i nouce, wim
sign.
a,e of itching. nimi, Hieecimtt or
If the constitution
oppresses the any
That loafin' in December's jest as
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re
truding
people, prevents
development and funded, 50e.
good as in July.
vox
delegates!
the
these
populi,
gags
Washington Star.
must share our misfortune; and it is;
highly unlikely that they would de- On Pressing Occasions
Death of Two Young Men Fauliiibprateh' nlace a
yoke about their
Kopal, aged 22 years, formerly of own necks.
. J -nl
Chicot
onl n lr. TLT.,r .
The constitution puts it up to the
years, formerly of Page countv, Iowa,
,.
people; it any of these delegates who
,,v,
, colour
ii.
i.umueiuue.
wfire e,ected by the
geek flu.
Forest
Marries Forest .
Ranger
Ranger Pratt of the Zuni national; DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
forest, was married a. few days ago by local applications, as they cannot
to Miss Palmer, daughter of a well reach the diseased
portion of the
known ranenman ot tne ban .Mateo par. There is onlv nnp wnv to cure;
country.
deafness, and that is by constitution- al remedies. Deaf ness is caused by
Occidental Life Elects Officers
The Occidental Life Insurance Com-- ! an inflamed condition of the mucous'
pany of Xew Mexico has elected M. lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
YV.
tube is inflamed you have a rum-- j
Flournoy, president; Frank
sound or imperfect hearing, and
Kee, vice president; and M. J.
dan and H. F. Raynolds. members of when it is entirely closed: Deafness!
the board of directors to nil vacancies. is the result, and unless the inflamrna- - wnen you need your clothing or any
'
Aleges Failure to Keep Contrac- t-, "on can be taken out and this tube:
find
flont
cleaned
The district court at Albuquerque was restored to its normal condition, hear-- !
be foolisl1 enough t0 try and accom-icaused
inS
which
by
Catarrh,
with testimony
occupied yesterday
plish it yourself because you will lose
& Cn vt is nothing but an inflamed' condition
the case of F a
W. A. Dunlavy of Estancia.
both time and temper and probably
This is of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
a suit for $2,129.84 alleged to have
ruin tne garmentg. Better bring them
been lost by failure of the defendant for any case of Deafness (caused by to us and we will
give you a profes- fc,
etPrrh
h.
to keep a sheep delivery contract.
will
sional
that
job
thoroughly satisfy
Hall's
Cure.
Catarrh
Send
for clrcu;
Disturbed the Peace Sam White,
anu
you in promptness, excellence
colored drew a 10 day or dollar sen- lars, free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
reasonable
price.
tence in police court at Albuquerque
Said by Druggists, 73c.
on a charge of disturbing the peace
Take
Hall's
Pills
for
Family
last night. Louis Garcia received the
same sentence for a similar offense,
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
and Ed Morris and Macedonio Romero received five days or dollar sentence for drunkenness.
Cure for Drug Habit Charles Stev
ens was given a
sentence in
the Bernalillo county jail by Judge
George R. Craig at Albuquerque.
Stevens was charged with stealing
For
some clothes from Simon Schloss and
years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
selling them for $7. He only got $1
down and was to receive the balance
in Santa Fe.
yesterday evening, but at that time
OUR NEW PITCH
he was resting in the city bastile on
TREATMENT
the charge of larceny. Stevens is addicted to the drug habit, and asked
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Judge Craig to give htm 90 days in
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
i
jail so that he might have a chance
other scalp irritations. We also
to get over it. Judge Craig told him
that he believed if he waa willing to '
carry a complete line of all the
WE HANDLE LUMBER
popular hair and facial tonics.
try hard that CO days would be
enough. The clothes were recovered. In large quantities and have
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
Tery
Death of Mrs. Mary A. Kates. Mr. modern facility for furnishing the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
F. S. Kates of the Morning Journal at
very best rough or dressed
telewas
Albuquerque,
apprised by
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
gram yesterday of the sudden death of every
We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
description.
yesterday morning, at her home in enabled to
the Tery best prices aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
Rochester, N. Y., of his mother Mrs. for Lumber make
of such high grade. and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
A.
Mary
Kates, widow of the late We will be
All work is guaranteed; your
to figure on your
George Kates, who died some fifteen contracts. pleased
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
years ago. The news came entirely
extra charge.
as a surprise and shock to Mr. Kates
PHONB BED 122. PHONB RED 13.
here, and is believed to have followed

noon.

Can-trell-

J lie

Established 1856.

f

JANUARY

18,

1911.

Incorporated 1903

GM AN BROS CO.

January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Towels

Underskirts

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

Drawers
Chemise

Waists

Much-Ton-

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Telephone

j

No. 40.

.

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

FEET
THE BEST

In Shoes For
Service or Dress
At Right Prices
Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery
Shne
Specialist.

Shoe

John Pflueger

Specialist.

-

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

j

j

v m--

ON

-

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Only

TH0VIAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

j

su

Irrigation and Farm

: :

Work made easy by using

Only

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

Phone 36

MMiJk T

1

I

fi(

'

H ARIVilRC?

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

If it

wnnn.nAvio
lluinnuiiii: rn J W kav it

.

8

Hardwara

WHOLESALE
A1D RETAIL

Mc-!th- e

GORMLEY

n

Agent.

tw

Wholesale
&

Retail

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

f'hone

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg: Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTKZT7MA AVENUE
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

WeHavejBulltJUp

"KEF? Fl'S

y

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Sole Agents For
STOCK FOOD.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD,

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied w th s t me little remembrance
we still hav a fine assor t m El tf attractive, lew pred,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

POTATOES and
SALT.
IMERNATIONAL

i

i

Rior-jblin-

PRANK

L

WE HAVE EVERY
THING YOU WANT

j

FULLER & JOHNSON

F,

IN THE CITY

JL

1.1,

:

TWO

WEEKS

m

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

YARD

FOR

:

im-the- n

BER & COAL YARD

Lumbar and all kinds
building material

Bargains

j

EUGENIO ROMERO

LU

Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

e

KEaEEHE&SSUSSSSESW!

,

Capes, Underwear, C h i I d r e n s

j

WE GIVE CASH REG I SITE TICKET S
WITH
ALL
CASH PUECHASrS

;ss

at Cost Including
Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and

Also all Winter Goods

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

i9

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

5KS45

LEO HERSCK

That the

PHONE
BLACK

FE-

-

45

Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
year full of Health and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New. Year Resolution will be

Our Wish
I

New

Will Trade With
II. C. Yontz JewelerFrancisco St.
San

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrtes, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in tha
Livery Line. Drivers PurnUhed
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSOH

Charles W. Dudrow

I. An

Pharmacy

RIGHT.

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical
not recommen any Patent medicine, but
e
Oh
advise our patrons to consult a regular physician.
FlldrniuCy
MM
jfm.
.mm

v

M

So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall Itakemy prescription" It you want
chemical remember
just what your prescription call for, quick service as well as highgrade

mm

(QQ
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j
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ST.

hie and educational institutions
NEW MEXICO FEDERATION
community ditches,
OF WOMEN'S CLUBS.
ON
"
isla.it: re power
Sec. 8 gives the
Based on Evidence of Santa Fe People
X
'"r six j
by general law to exeiu
Mrs. George Frenger Issues Call for
'.''?
r
years new railroads,
W
a Convention to Ee Held at Las
Grateful thousands tell It
'. .,-- :
LOGICAL
ore reduction works, ami irri";io11!
ir-'THow weak backs were made strong,
Cruces in Near Future.
works or pumping plan'.-- ; IM u 3
Veak kidneys made well
of th0 fa"
.
..
Vi'w
'
YVs'
H'
'tyr
in the right direction.
r,;
'
''" i
Vrinary disorders corrected.
mly state in the Union
t
a
:'
-v
lieving from taxation
Santa Fe people add their testi- Article Follows Article, and
.
,
w!i:h i.;, no sfat- of wo- '
,
., ,t n.,, ,
VIII, bee. 1, provides that Ih ments and products of !a!jor. and is:
'vat- K.v,js,ll52SKfe,. :
mee.'s ..!ni.
mony.
rate of taxation shall be equal and calculated to encourage
hits Into Clause,
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
sibilitv of H e Ceneral
iPV,L--- !r
Kedera'io,,
Pills.
uniform
upon all subjects of taxa- nu'Ut of capital in dev
,"5
?-t- "
Mrs. I'l.ili;,
X.
presi.ien.,
'
in
-.
rT'"''I
Mre.
Sequence
.III,!
Regular
This will, or should prevent state's resources.
For quick relief and lasting cures.
tion."
. III.:
shortly visiHn- - H.e Ari..-.,- a
fe.ie,,..
'
Santa Fe evidence is now complete.
the creation of such an unfair system
exa
of proSec. 12 is another
"' " '! "teas. on of t'ntir annual
j
'fljjl,.!
1)
r.&.
Santa Fe testimony is confirmed;
1
1
I
O'JT of taxation as Texas has impu.-'.-that
V , eon vent ion, 'h... lota!
.Mrs.
gressive tax methods, pi
tA
GOOD
of
substantiated.
relief
it.
same
:,
is based upon Tb.' plowing of laud bal'. I. o; i.l- een-- I
At the
early
Reports
.J
time,
... .1. ... . . . ...
,
i
W
,fe A:i
Core,.
of
Cures doubly
test
proved by
unassailable principle.
-- V4.-iI
siilered as adding value
a
" V;' :s:
.W :.
lor;
,.J
of
time.
2 prohibits
double taxation, purpose of taxation;" th:
Sec.
'l
iurUti
Fundamental
wii!Ck
,
end a
""
of
the
SvnoDsis
"7
Let a Santa Fe citizen speak.
thus very properly, by necessary in- ther iirovides that large 'i""ts must
..
veiiHo,, will be eailnl u, a
in
f
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon
St.,
Law for the Busy
isis per
ference, prohibiting the taxing ot rot be assessed on a low
Ul ('"''lees, .Ww Mexico. SlillP lime
J1
CM-2Santa Fe, N. M., says:
Reader.
'
'
'
sit-l'l.v
,..5?
ill the
mortgage, bonds, promissory note.?, acr? than small tracts si
f'l'are. A1!
Jk
"The public statement I gave in fa
and other evidences of debt secured unfed a notable example
vor of Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902
'El Paso Herald.)
by property within the state already wiib which the New
still holds good. For four or five!
subject to the general tax. The Hon makers have safegiia:
Although the New Mexican
years I was subject to attacks of
.V'-T'''"- t
synopsis of the consti-time- double tax invariably falls on the ti ti'sts of the masses of
which were 50 severe at led a clean-cu- t
th, fitnet,, Ke.ieraHon or
that I was unable to work. litvition. article for article, and clause borrower, the tenant, the worker, against improper advani.u:
never on the creditor or "capitalist." private or corporate inter.
tried various remedies said to be for clause, on the last day of the
at- urge and
Sec. 2 gives the legislature power
for troubles such as I had, but'vention. it herewith reprints a
10 requires public
to
as
so
Herald
to levy taxes on franchises, incomes,
benefited me until I procured sis from the El Paso
I
l.il. will ...a.--.7
aI'-4"6. .
der severe penalty to hniid'.. miMir
i;r,'. f ami
kiiii -- :" -- .
"
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly drive home more certainly the good inheritances, and mineral output, and funds for
tn liately cotnmn,,.,-,- ,
v.:!: Mrs.
a fagc sole- V
adv
the
sn
public
the
a
constitution.
the
effected
Says
and
of
worth
to
their
tha
other
fx-'specific taxes, subject
'points
proved
V,,;-'"Fetation
rs innotl
;l.v; New Mexico fiscal of
cure which has been permanent. My; Herald:
limitation against, double taxes. The a few cases have been
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills, The IIeraiu has already pointed authorization is broad, and it is left
a little
has been so gratifying that I gladly QUt how carefuny the powers of the to the legislature to apply wisely the funds to make
side, and this stops here.
recommend them."
the
of
rational and fair
true principles
"
under
Sf., fn,th
)
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
( mler Art.
)LA.
Xj A
IX, Sec. l. H ei state iivj
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
New Mexico constitution, taxation. Very wisely, there is no at"'
'
proposed
a,;,,
direction
of
cents.
Buffalo,
cpposed
congress
Co.,
how we safpgu.,r(led are the in. tempt to provide in the constitution
rill s of the counties, but.
New lork, sole agents for the tlmted
to
or
tax
a
Q
system
complete
require
ppope a?ainsf egisa.
H
Believes That Girls Should Have
States,
county shall be required o pay any
abuse. It is worth while, how- - tb legislature to follow fixed lines
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the
The expense
Easy Street.
ence with Postmaster General Hitoh-- i
100 in Book. 75c.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
will lie lower than at present, excepSTATEHOOD
WILL
FATTEN
Chas. R. Easley.
was informed by him that Chas. F. Easley,
Warrant,
County
Superintendent's
ting the case, of the judiciary and the YOnt INDIVIDUAL POCKET BOOK. cock, and.
Estancla.
Santa Fe.
decision regarding
It is centrally located on
50 in Book, 35c.
added expense of the corporation comAside from sentiment; aside from 'the President's
EASLEY & EASLEY,
the constitution was final." ,
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 in Book. 25c.
mission.
FREE
SAMPLE
getting your rights as' an American ' New Mexico can therefore congratu-- j
ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
Attorneys-at-LaPoll Books for City
The immense saving from the aboli- 'citizen; is not this a powerful
Election, 8
cold water and a
and
not
late
itself
written
upon
having
tion of the fee system will pay for
to vote for BUSINESS and
pages, 50c.
those obnoxious features into
its
WILLIAM McKEAN
be had when wanted,
Poll Book, for Town Election, t
the judiciary and the corporation PROSPERITY?
constitution. To be sure, the few
Attorney-at-Lacommission several times over.
pages, 40c.
who
the constitution declare
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
Mining and Land Law.
The tax levy is to be reduced: the The mass of people assume the at- these oppose should have been
put Taos,
things
New Mexico. rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
state and counties are to be placed titude of
sneering and jeering at into it, biit supposing, even that they
30c and 40c.
on a sound financial basis: the peoGUESTS.
a
are
correct in theory, what good
Society spelled with
capital "S" on
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 50 in
ple may levy special taxes which will account of its pretensions and its an- would it do to reconvene, the convenC. W. G, WARD
Book, 25c.
total immense figures.
tics. Yet, the rush to squeeze with- tion and persuade it to write into the
Territorial District Attorney
Stamps, Etc.
The people have control of the state in its sacred precincts is the most constitution those things which would Foj' San Miguel and Mora Counties
Inches
One line stamp, not over 2
purse strings: there are most strin- eager of any game in the world, and make certain its rejection at
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
addi'-on10c
each
line,
15c;
islong,
bond
gent provisions regarding
the man or woman who jeers today
extra.
is
sues; legislative extravagance
may tomorrow make the most proHOLT & SUTHERLAND
Local daters, any town and date for
made impossible; the people must found obeisance and be tickled be- TEACHING THE INDIAN TO FARM
Attorneys-at-Laten years, $1.00.
vote on extraordinary expense.
The commissioner of Indian affairs
yond expression upon receipt of an
Practice in the District Courts as
The impetus which will be given invitation to some exclusive function. in his annual report today says: The
Regular line daters, for ten years,
of
35c.
the development of resources and the Charles Hanson Towne in the Smart Indian service realizes that instruc- well ag before the Supreme Court
investment of capital will mean the Set rushes to, the rescue, or rather tion in farming is an essential basic the territory. Facsimile signature stamps, with
New Mexico
Las Crucss,
doubling and tripling of property the defense of Society, and says:
part of its present educational policy
wood cut, $1.50.
values in New Mexico.
sheet
"But Society has its serious side. and is, therefore, making use of ev- Warranty Deed,
RENEHAN . DAVIES
The taxpayer's taxes will bring him The possession of the real artislic pry possible resource in order to pro
Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Quit
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
E. P. Davlci
real returns: Uncle Sam helps him temperament or the artistic temper- mote farming among the Indians.' A. B. Renehari
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note
Attorneys at Law.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
out with millions of acres of lands; ature, as we might basely say is es- That is very good, but the Indian will
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Practices In the Supreme aud Dis- sheet.
the schools are splendidly supported; sential to its leaders.
The humble not exert himself to learn until he
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
sheet.
public money must be placed where butler who arranges the floral deco- is thrown on his own resources. As trict
Replevin Writ,
Office In Catron Block.
well lighted and ventilated,
it will brine; interest
Affidavit, 4 sheet
Replevin
ration of a dinner table has no little long as Uncle Sam supports him with specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
Peace
Red
Mr.
so
Statehood vr'll result in an imme- of an artistic nature.
Complaint
wosolicitude
And the
Proceedings,
long
paternal
sheet.
diate and universal increase in busi- man who can plan with ease and Skin laughs in his sleeves and works
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
E. C. ABBOTT
ness activity of all kinds: an increase brilliancy an entire season at New- - no more than the exigencies of the
sheet
Warrant,
CHEERFUL DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
Attorney-at-Lawhich will make itseit felt personally! ,,ortj dovetailing her various
Commitment 4 sheet.
func-bHad the Pueblos
occasion demand.
FINE CUISINE
ROOM,
Sun the District
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
Practice
and
in
shnet
man
New
business
Mexico,
Attachment
Affidavit,
every
tions witn cleverness and a beautiful of New Mexico been compelled to hoe
careful
Courts.
and
4
preme
Prompt
sheet
If sentiment nor patriotism appeal realization of their relative impor- their own row fifty years ago as were
Attachment Bond,
to you, look at the business side of tance to her entire household, is not the Spanish Americans, or as are the attention given to all business.
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
Santa Fe,
New Mexic
Statehood means material prosit.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
lacking in a minor form of genius. Filipinos today, they would be fairly
4
sheet.
perity for every citizen. We need it Her dinner dance may not be impor good farmers by this time, would be
G. W. PRICHARD
in our business; every one of us.
Execution, 4 sheet
While their lands
tant to you and me, but they are to self supporting.
sheet
Summons,
Vote for prosperity and progress on her and her friends It is the life like those of the Pueblo Indians at
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaCertificate of Brand. 4 sheet
January 21.
she has mapped out for herself, or, Las Cruces and Ysleta, Texas, would
Practice in all the District Court
sheet.
ONE Or T',r
EST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
Sheep Contract
The, taxation system for the state more often, the life that has been have passed into other hands, yet. and gives special attention to cases
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
of New Mexico as provided for in the mapped out for her; and a society they would be better off. would be before the Territorial Supreme Court
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
sheet
Appeal Bond,
and good citizens, instead Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
proposed constitution will NOT in- leader must have many of the qualLOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
crease your taxes.
ifications of a monarch tact, diplo- of expensive wards of the federal
HOT AND GOLD BATHS.
2
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
sheet
Bond,
Appearance
inon
thousands
government, squatting
It will place the state and its coun macy, finesse. You may call her
HARRY D. MOULTON,
I IIDC
Room
RATES50cto
Blanks.
Every
fl
UCDDCDA
Stock
a Good One.
u. lui b iiLiinknn, riuy.
ties ON THETR FEET financially sincere. In this day and degenera- of acres they do not know how to utl
$i,t pur day
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing "Velize.
and assure you not only LOWER tion few of us are even that.
sheet
ndor's Recorded Brand,
Attorney-at-LaTAXES; every cent of money paid
"When you consider that there are
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
THE WRONG TACTICS.
by the taxpayers will be economically several papers in the land devoted
40c per hook.
The cause of prohibition has lost
used for the benefit of the people.
to nothing save the chronicles of
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Mex
New
in
friends
real
many
lately
folk papers which thrive and
The constitution expressly
says
Two Blocks From Depot
124126
Santa Fe, N. M.
Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Vendor's
few
a
of
of
ico
the
fanaticism
because
One Block West of CapHoj
Montezuma Ave.
that, for the first two years of state- prosper you must pause and laugh,
14
ot
Sale
Bill
Ranfe
Delivery,
to
pa
hood, the total annual tax levy for not at Society, but at those who per- of its advocates who blinded
sheet
TELEPHONE
88 BLACK
state purposes exclusive of neces- petually read of its doings and triotism, good citizenship and every
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
the
sary levies for the state debt shall chuckle over its grossly misreported other' consideration including
HANDSOME ROOMS
Authority to Gather, Drive and
not exceed TWELVE MILLS; after escapades.
That 'set' is not worth- welfare of the cause they are urging, Land Claims and Contests a Specialty Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
that time it shall never exceed TEN less which supports a small army of are bitterly fighting the approval of
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN
sheet
corded Brand,
the constitution on
stoop
MILLS.
proofreaders, newsdealers and paper ing so far as to sendSaturday,
and
Drive
to
toGather,
Authority
Service.
PLAN
EUROPEAN
telegrams
EDWARD C. WADE
For the fiscal years of 1908 and writers and editors, printers and
Handle Animals Not Bearing
of Con
liinrt the levy was nearly FOURTEEN manufacturers. A playwright once President Taft and members
Attorney-at-LaBrand, 2 sheet
in a frantic effort to blacken
AND A HALF MILLS.
told us that he had never until re- gress
Practice in the Supreme and Dls
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
tae reputation of New Mexico and its
Courts of the Territory, hi the
Territorial economy and rapid rise cently considered how much machin- people. It is a
Escfitura de Renuncla, 2 pliego,
and contempt trict
L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
pitiable
of
one
Probate
Court
Proprietor,
his plays ible method to strike back at a peo
and before the U. S.
in tax valuation,-ana half million ery the production of
Documento Garantlzado. 2 pliego.
surplus made an eleven mill levy set in motion, and how humble he ple as whose friends they have posed Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Hlpoteca de Eienes Muebles,
felt at the thought of the number of Fortunately, the real leaders and the Offices.
possible last, fiscal year.
pliego.
Documento de Hlpoteca,
The constitution makes the levy people his brain children supported
New Mexico
rank and file of the prohibitionists, in Las Cruces
pliego.
Documento
lower than at present; much lower actors, ushers, scene shifters, ticket eluding men like Chief Justice Will
Garantlzado, extensa
m a
m
t&
R. W. WITTMAN
sellers and so on, far down the line. iam H. Pope, C. R. Brice, M. P. Skeen
tnan in the past.
forma entera, full sheet
season
in
ball
of
a
the
Certlflcado de Mairimonio, 10c cada
will not only vote for the constitu
Santa Fe and Grant counties, finan- And the giving
Draftsman
It tion but are working vigorously for
cial cripples, are put on their feet starts many another ball
Copies furnished ot records on file nno.
Affidavit,
It is the unreasoning In the U. S. Surveyo'- General's Office
WITHOUT ADDED BURDEN
ON puts money into caterers' pockets, and its adoption.
- THE STATE OR THE OTHER you never hear the florists and cab fanaticism of a few that is hurting Santa Fe,
New Mexico sheet
So even Socie- the cause of temperance so materially
Deed of Trust, full sheet
C.OLTNTIES.
Congress gives tho state drivers complaining.
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet
a MILLION ACRES of land to care ty, brainless as it may be, has a cer- in New Mexico.
PRO BERT
COMPANY
foi the railroad bonded debt in these tain use in the world, and many of
Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897. $9.50.
Investment
Statehood will mean a 400,000-acrtwo counties;
OF THIS us have not only talked of it but writPostage 45c
-- TO.
Lands,' Mines, Bond & Stocks.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
GRANT WILL PAY THE DEBT; the ten of it
for some of the very lucre irrigation project, not 40,000, as stats
ed erroneously in the New Mexican
other
Money Loaned for Investors.
$1.00; paper hound, 75c. Postage 7c
goes to help support we condemn it for possessing."
The
the schools.
yesterday, for Colfax county.
We have for sale general stocks of
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
.
were in Springer a Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
interested
Notary Seals:
parties
The legislature may levy SPECIAL
has
Arizona
only
Although
delivered-Desk- ,
Aluminum
and
were
few
$2.75.
ago
they
Pocket,
other
TAXES ON INCOMES AND INHERdays
Business
mightily
of
Mexico
New
of the population
Opportunities through
de- out Taos
$3.25, delivered nearest ex- Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
ITANCES. THE OUTPUT OF MINES. it had thirty-threcounty.
per cent more busi pleased with what they saw, but
New
Mexico
firm
be
on
the
THE PRODUCTION OF OIL LANDS ness failures last year than did this sire that
press office.
Bank References Furnished.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
Mining Blanks.
AND FORESTS.
The people have commonwealth and the liabilities were basis of a state before they close the Taos
New Msxico
Additional and Amended Location
MONEY ORDEFS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
full power to levy special taxes which almost twice as large. Colorado with deal which would give New Mexico
will enormously Increase the reve- two and a half times the population the largest irrigation project in the
Certificate, 2 sheet
Payable Tbroaghout the United States. Canada, Iex
nues.
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet
had six times as many business fail- world and would bring not only set- STANDLEY G. 6MALL, PH. Q. M. D.
Proof of Labor, 4 sheet.
The public schools will have a big- ures as New Mexico. Utah with about tlers, new towns, new Industries, but
Physician & Surgeon.
and all ForeiRr Countries.
Notice of Mining Location, 3 sheet
ger endownment than In almost any the same population had more than millions of dollars capital that other- Office 117 Palace Ave.
BY
REMITTANCES
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
Btate: they get nearly FOUR AN A four times the failures, and Texas had wise will be diverted to other comsheet
Property,
times as many. New Mex- monwealths. Is it worth while voting 2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment
HALF MILLION ACRES of land In twenty-fiv- e
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
for the constitution on Saturday? It Residence 225 Hillside Aye.
addition to what they already have. ico's prosperity rests on solid
Red
Phone
43.
sheet
is.
certainly
The equalization board will consist
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.UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

&

CO.

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LA UGH LI rf,

President

'

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

poration, company or individual.
At 10 p. ro. Mr. luiidian suggested
PERSONAL MENTION.
that he ought to stop talking for fear
of tiring his audience nut there were
cries of "Go Or: and Mr. Itenehan
Attorney K. I'. Uavies was a visitor j continued for an ther half hour. He
in Albuquerque yesterday.
hastily answerer the objections made
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. in a pamphlet
reflated that after-tl.on- t
Gable went to Albuquerque yesterday. noon in Raton, v.
signature, but
R. R. Larkin, representing a pub-- ' pretendln to
the views of
reprrstnt
nsning concern, is nere irom l.as vc-- i some nilroad n n.
gas.
The audience was at first quiet and
J. J. Corry and A. B. Neumeh r of somewhat apatlieii: I, in
subsequently
Antonito, Colo., are here on Masonic developed into a very appreciative
business.
enthusiastic one, for at the conelu-- ;
V. I). Shea of the D. &-- R. ;., has sion of the
meeting a hundred or
returned from a business visit to Ias more persons rushed onto tlie stage
Vegas.
and warmly shook the hands of the
Mrs. Thomas A. Doran has eone to'
..i,
Mo.
to
illness
the
owing
Lexington,
of relatives.
COMMERCIAL
CLUB NAMES
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount- COMMITTEES FOR 1911.
ed Police has returned from Estancia
where he spent three or four days. r. h. Hanna, the New President,
sided at Meeting Held Last
Joseph Digneo, wife of the
of the Claire hotel, is up
j proprieter
Night in Ciub Rooms.
again after an illness of three weeks.'
The Santa Fe (Vmmercial Club helu
George D. Stetson of
City;
and J. F. Quinn of St. Joseph, Mo., a meeting last nictr ;w:d appointed the
for the voir
both clothing salesmen, are register- following coniuiifi
1011: Railroads, if II. Caruvright, F.
ed at the Palace hotel.
Col. Ralph K. Twitehell,
attorney 10. Xiuiing and .1. !i. Herdes: Good
for the Santa Fe, is at the Palace ho- Roads, Frank Ow. n. H. ilerdos and
tel. Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Christie of
La Porte, Ind., are tourists registered at the Montezuma hotel.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent
.1
left today for Rio Arriba with O. A.
Larrazolo and Hon. L. Bradford
Prince. They will make a vigorous
closing campaign for statehood.
Charles S. Peterson of Denver, a
newspaperman formerly on ihe I,as
Vegas Optic, is revisiting the capital,
having been here during the constitutional convention.

an fuvi'pfic ami
nt-s- s

Surety Bonds

I

N S U R A

AND IMPROVED
FRUIT AND ALFALFA RAN-

CITY

For Sale
C- -

LOTS

PRO-PERT-

CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

WATSON
A

(C.

COMPANY

&

BISHOP.)

Pnone. Red Eo. 189

SanFrancisce St.
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Why not be confutable?

I
Whilp Vnii
I vU mivp
v
T

our Furniture Will Make

You So

CALL The Fine
CALL
Display of Brass Bed
AND steads, Rugs, and Parlor Suits. AND
We also have some Paints, calsomine and other
Things useful to make the House Beautiful.

SEE

SEE

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS

Sec'y-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

J.B.HAYWARD
Manager.

E, P. DAVIS,

GEO. M. KIKSKLL,

President,
REALTY

5

s

INSURANCE AGENCY.

We

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
RENTS
to
attend
PAPERS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit, your business.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room ly Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black

I'1'

76

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
& NIGHT
PHONE

DAY

130

125

RED

PICTURE FRAmJkG TASTEFULLY

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

cork extension sole,
Calf Bal'cornfortabl

Lloyd.
While in New York Mr. Lotave was
the recipient of much social attention in artistic and sc'"ntific circles,
and he was invited to lecture before
a distinguished gathirng, on ihe relative merits of decoration and education, as well as the duty of an artist
to depict truth.
Upon reaching Paris Mr. Lotave
will at once renew his relations with
his former associate and compatriot,
the world renowned artist Zorn.
M.

Former District

Clerk

W.

K. Mar-

of Chicago.

i

DONE

(Continued

From Page

One.)

j

V- -

'

.

value at $4.00.

Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
I;
last treated sold. A shoe that
will make the boys ask where
r
Sells for five
you got it.
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.

C MILLER OBSEQUIES

A

X

wU

'

i

OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SA:
:
TISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING

I:::::

i

--

and
dian to a portion of
independence, where he may be able
to accept the opportunities
and recitizensponsibilities of American
ship."

RATON WILDLY ENTHUSIASTIC.

t"i7.
&

The old mars especially wide and soft toe, vic
kid blucher, mide for comfort and lasting qualitief ,
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid

PER-FEC-

FITTING AND MOST

1

T,

T

UP-TO-DA-

IN THE CITY.

;

W. N. Townsend & Co.

j

ANTA FE, N.

THE PFUCE MAKER

M.

re-S-

j

-

lc-fp- t

and we till have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods W
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

'

;

Miss Carroll,

2

,

-

i

3Y

US,

and

.'iii-ji'- '

cemt-tery-

Malaquias Martinez and others.
Mrs. Charles W. Fairfield has received word that her sister Mrs. D.
E. Clarkson, nee Miss Hortense
of Santa Fe, is the mother of
a little girl, who was Dorn f riaay at
Los Angeles. Both mother and babe
aTe well.
inspector
Harper S. Cunningham,
general of the Scottish Rite Masons!
in the Orient of New Mexico, will re- turn this evening from Washington,!
D. C. where he attended a meeting
of the hoard of directors of the New
Age and also financed the building of
the Scottish Rite cathedral in this
city.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo, the Dent-ocratic leader, who is stumping the
territory for the constitution, was in
the city last night. He , left this
morning for Espanola where he will
speak this evening. Mr. Larrazolo
again expressed his conviction tnat
the constitution will be carried by a
good majority Saturday,
Chief Justice William H. Pope will
leave Roswell on Saturday morning,
immediately after casting his bailot
for the constitution, and will spen.l
Sunday at Albuquerque. On JToncay
i oon he will srrive in Saul a Fe, in thus far about 160,0(10 acres have
time for the reconvening of the Jan- been irrigated ; of this number
uary term of the supreme court. Mrs.
have been irrigated by Indians
Pope will accompany Judge Pope.
42,080 by white lessees and pur-- ;
F. S. Donnell, the Boston financier chasers.
who is interesting capitalists in New
"The government no longer looks
Mexico and particularly in Santa Fe upon its duty to the Indians as merely
county, has leased "El Nido," the involving an honest accounting for
s
Spanish house of Prof, and Mrs.
jits trusteeship of Indian lands and
Griswold Morley on Washing- funds," says the commissioner.
"It
ton avenue, and will live in it with considers the trusteeship of this prop-- i
his mother and sister, Mrs. Carroll erty as the means of bringing the Inj

'tT

them for $4 50.

r

r

Box

&'5Ub&t'1k&JZ-jBa&m-- Ji
, HJE rtih.

lasting. Wortha "V" of anyfv ,
mans moaey but we ftpllB V.3Sfcs;,

TAKE PLACE TOMORROW.

-

AND

Thecelebrated police shoe

well-know-

'

and

FALAOJB,

n-.-

N'.--

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.
GO

SELIGMAK DRY GOODS

ADOLF

NEW MEXICO WAS MOST
PROSPEROUS OF ALL.

US,-jf.i-

MULLIGAN & RISING

Dr. Rteds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
foot trouble Feels like a kid glove an yu will
nsver notice that you have on a
pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 00.
al! you

Services Will Be Held Ey Rev. B. F.I
Summers Odd Fellows Will
Have Charge.
The funeral of M. C. Milbr, former''
assistant territorial auditor, will t.ikei
place at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon from his residence here on Gar- field street. Interment will be in
Fairview
The Odd Fellows
will be in charge of the funeral serv-ices and furnish the pall hearers. The
Rev. 1.1. F. Summers will also omciaie.
All Odd Fellows of the local lodge:
and visiting Odd Fellow s are request-- :
ed to meet at Odd Fellows' hall at 1;
p. m. tomorrow.
His Career.
M. C. Miller was horn at Muckpnrf,
Ind., Harrison county, December 20th.
SCO.
He spent his boyhood days on
a farm, two miles from Corydon, Ind.
He taught school about four years as'
assistant principal at New Harmony.
lie was graduated from Indianapolis!
The close
College of Law in 1S!i0.
the'1
confinement at college caused
breakdown in his health. He came to
DR. J. A. MASSIE.
Retiring President of the Santa Fe1 Santa Fe in fall of the year l:nH, audi '
was appointed a ranger on the Gila
Comrrrerci?! Club.
forest reserve by the late I. B. Hanna.:
Mr. Miller resigned tho position
on'
.
Levi A. Hughes: Civic Improvements, "ccoum or n.ann reasons arm
In August. 1502.
G. Cart Wright, J. A. Massie and turned to Santa Fe.
,ie accepted the position as bookJohn II. Walker.
r for the Santa Fe Water and
R. H. Hanna, re ently elected prosCompany, under-1Sparks. On
ident of the club,
eding Dr. .1. A.
Km::, he was appointed
.iassie, preside.! at the meeting. Tne APri'
other officers for !:I1 are S. (J. Cart- assistant territorial auditor under W
lie ncm tins omce until
nargent.
wright, first viei uresulcnt .1 G Sclin
H. S August 1st, 1 900, when he resigned on
manii, second vice president
account of failing health.
Kaune, treasurer: 11. F. Stephens, gi
Mr. Miller married Miss
Nellie
G.
atti
and
Howard,
Volney
rotary
Blanchard several years ago and is
ney.
survived by her and a little daughter.
He was a member of Corydon lodge
CIVILIZING THE INDIANS.
of I. O. O. F. and Robert Owen lodge
K. of P., at New Harmony.
From
Page One.)
(Continued

tin, the well known orator, arrived in
the city yesterday from Taos, where
he has been on a campaign tour with
Former Governor M. A. Otero, Hon.

Feet Hurt.

If Your

Y
A special dispatch from
states that Carl Lotave, the distinguished portrait and landscape, poinin Santa Fe
ter, who is
tor
and Denver, sailed yesterday
Kron
Cherbourg on the snamship
prinz Wilhelm of the North German

.1
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A, B.REXKHAN

You Cant Be Happy

Distinguished Santa Fe Artist Recipient of Much Social Attention
In Metropolis.

Pre-Mr-

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR NIBI1EI),
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

For Rent

o.
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a....li

man.

LOTAVE SAILS FOR FRANCE:
WILL
MEET ZORN.
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Real Estate
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Only Fifteen Business Failures Last
Year Aq?inst Ninety in
Colorado.
There were only fifteen business
failures in New Mexico, In the year
1!)10. with total assets of $113,002 involved and liabilities of $133,028.
This was one less failure than in
the preceding year. There was not. a
single bank failure. In Arizona there
were twenty failures and one bank
failure
for Sr..2rn.
In
Colorado
there were AO business failures, in
jrtah C5, in California C?,2, and in
Texas "72. so New Mexico shines by
These figures are
comparison.
en from the January issue of R. G.
Hun and Company's review.
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jour triers &tbtnzil
Ife
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&ngzn3i4 to Ihe Atrnty as acaaefr.ing
fiool Mid

tnritiaj?

I OtfMSEa ALE, WtLO CHERRY, LEMON SODA,
tftOft
ROOT BEER,
ZZ, COCO COLA,
I
TABLE MirEKAL WATfS.
i

SANTA FE BOTTLING
At) MJk

ma4 froja fiitartsJ wter.

BNKr,

WORKS.

HENRY KRICtC,

Pneffttat

TZITTXXXIA

gime, if adopted, would go into the WEDDING OR MRS. ROUAULT
F. F. LUCERO.
public treasury. He showed that the
cost of running the Arizona governWhenever you want an easy shave
ment, under its constitution, wrould Society Event at Las Cruces Thatj
As good as barbers ever gave,
United Two Old and
KANSAS WRESTLING WITH
exceed the cost of running the New
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
INITIATIVE AND REFEP ENDUM.
Families.
Vh
con
its
under
Mexican
government
fy
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
.
to
I'll suit tbe contour ' your face,
stitution by about $27,000 a year, al-- !
My razor sharp and c j&ora keen,
The wedding Monday of Miss Mary: Bitter Fiqlit Being Made on These
though the population of Arizona is
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
Measures Both Political PlatAnd everything I think you'll find
204,000 as against 327,000 forjRouault to Frank F. Lucero, at St.
only
To suit the taste and please the mind.
forms Declare for It.
'Genevieve's Catholic church, Rev. M.I
New Mexico.
oi
one
n
was
Vandermaesi
officiating,
BATH
ROOM
FIRST CLASS
Mr. Renehan devoted a portion of
th
Topeka, Kans., .Tan. IS. State Inist elegant and prominent
everj tiative and referendum hills were rehis address to showing the benefits
Miss Teresa
was the maid of honor and Miss Adela ported favorably to the Senate today.
of the
constitution, the adoption
Lucero, cousin of the bridegroom, was There will be a bitter fight on these
O. K. BARBER SHOP
eight-hou- r
day upon public work, the bridesmaid. Frank was accompanied measures which will he watched with
prohibition against contracting out by W. E. Lerma and S. J. Bean. T. interest, as the platforms of both Re247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
the convicts for the employment of Rouault, jr., gave the bride away.
publican and Democratic parties dethem in industries whereby competBoth the bride and the groom are clared for their adoption.
American Druggists
Syndicate
ition with the freeworking man would numbered
among the most popular.
Premium remedies are not patent tn
come, except in respect to the prov- young people of this community, and PRAYER MEETING AT HOME
LINE
HACK
al-YJOOD'iS
dicines, every premium remedy guar- ision concerning public roads. He
OF WOMAN ASSASSIN.)
the Citizen is pleased to join their
Fort Worth, Tex., Jan. 18 While
anteed as represented or your money so called attention to the incorpora- - host of friends in extending best wish- From
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and tion in the constitution of the emplo- es for continual happiness in their Mrs. T. M. Brooks was killing Mrs.
which has been held new estate.
depart- Mary Binford in a crowded
BARRANCA TO TAOS
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them yers' liability law,
as a federal statute unconstitutional
ment store yesterday afternoon worn-anbride
the
the
ceremony
Following
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the in its application to the states, and by
groom were the recipients
ofen of the First Methodist church
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca- incorporation of it in the constitution numerous heartfelt
Bounds Trains.
congratulations, were at Mrs. Brooks' home holding a
showed how it became a permanent after which all present partook of! prayer meeting. A telephone call to
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
law of the land if the constitution a bounteous wedding breakfast at the house announcing the killing was
the north bound train and arrive at
were adopted, so that it could not he home of the bride's parents.
the only explanation they had of her
Taos at 7 p. m.
held unconstitutional -- by any court.
The bride, who is one of Las Cru- absence.
Ten miles shorter than any other
CAPITAL
Mr. Renehan pointed out how the ces' pretties' and most accomplished
way. Good covered hack and cood
fellow servant doctrine which had young ladies, is of a retiring and
teams.
MARKET REPORT
come down to us from the feudal modest disposition. She is the eldest
TLaa. dLcaa. to
Fab
times of England, was eliminate! by daughter of T. Rouault, Sr., and wife,
& Co. the constitution of New Mexico, from and is a graduate oi.the Notre Dame
WOOL MARKET.
Successors to Stripling-Burrothe law, and an employe injured by Loretto academy, being a member of St. Louis, Jan. S. Wool unchangresult of the carelessness of his fel- - the 1910 class.
ed; territory and western mediums
dam- recover
still
could
low
workman
on
The
a
of
is
went
this
native
groom
city,
If
try
2123; fine mediums 1719; fine 12
you
anything
II you want anything on
try
cor-- ' son of Sheriff
be
it
If 13.
Ad.
is
Lucero.
He
Want
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Mexican
New
employer,
Ad.
Want
ages
Mexican
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New
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STANDARD

FARE

made in dull or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
ror?rtpr r,f mnm vrvi have r(sen f,"r a llhrarv. We car- ty the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
Vi

!

New

j

Mexican
Printing Co.,
Agents, Santa Fe, N, M.

j
j

--

Hour

Eectric ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

I
V

4'V

We

ae As ents

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

and See
them in

Light Company

IDEAL

es

j

$5.00

COLONIAL

Three different and distinct types of 3ckcAr;:cfc4 "Elas-

i

THE

PHARMACY

BOOK-GASE- S

O'AY

and

Operation

Sole

f'AGE SIX

THE SAXTA FE KEW
MEXICAN, SANTA FE

Louis Rock

SHIP FACTORIES

Railimv

i

GENERAL

ARE BARRED

Company.
NEW MKXICO

OFFICES--RATO- N

Commercial Clubs of Most
Cities Are Not Encouraging Them

u J(ll, ana
penitentiary ros
Clifford G. Roe, forrncrlv ns-- i
iters.
Isistant state attorney, has tbvotf-r- j
much of his time for two M ars to
Kosecutions and lecturing against
tlie barter and sale of
girls for the:
red light resorts.
Reports of the
Vigilance Association will show that
Massachusetts, the District of C'olum- l'ia, Louisiana and several
oMn-slates have been added 10 those!

S. M.

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

LIVJMB ATHIGH

TENSION

MHTED-- A

To overdo in order to kep up with
th parade is the tendency of the
age.
Living at such a high tension is it
any wonder that our nerve sanitariums and rest cures are filled with
men and women.
When one begins to get into this
condition, there is only one cure a
complete rest, together with a
some diet and a good
tonic and strength creator. There is
nothing in this line that, can possibly
excel the medical elements of the
cod's liver combined with tonic iron,
This simple combination is found in
Vinol.
It contains no oil or crease
11m agrees with evervone.
A well known
college professor
states that he considers Vinol a truly
wonderful tonic and a strength crea-- j
tor. He was himself overworked and
to a critical point. A friend
asked him to try Vinol. He did so,
and is now enjoying perfect health,
and its curative powers cannot be too
strongly extolled.
We reccommend Vinol to build up

ample Latest M.kW
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tence and a unmber of others serious- - miles of main line, but this did not Francisco; T. D. Lyons, Chicago; By- wing-named
TYPEWRITERS
claimant has filed noron
O.
Beall.
Roswell:
Charles
S.
i
tice of his intention to make final Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
lnjuieu. it is nara to determine take into account the big item the
just wnat was passing m the minds Grand Trunk Pacific's increased mi-o-f Peterson, Denver; A. Minning, Cleve- proof in support of his claim under platents furnished. Ribbons and supland.
these two men to willfully violate leage, in
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
explanation for which comp- Coronado.
3, 1891 (2C Stats., 854), as amended
puMtive instructions witnin eignteen troller Payne savsand rented. Standard makes handled
s
"Of new
.T. H.
Thoroughman, Espanola; W. by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 All
after having received them; age of all sorts 3.S1S miles have been
repair work and typewriters guar11.
Vt'ilson, Denver.
hnlinifA
u ii.ui
mau me oiuy remeay put in
Stats.. 470), and that said nroof will anteed. Santa F Typewriter
ociicve .U.tExoperation within four years.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. change.
ior conditions ot this kind is that the The whole of the mileage of the
Phone 231..
TEXAS
COTTON
CROP
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, X. M.,
human factor be entirely removed and Grand Trunk Pacific
is still officially
WILL BE IMMENSE. on March 10, 1911, viz.:
that an automatic device be installed regarded as being under construction.
Frank E. Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
which will absolutely prevent occur- The term 'under
Sturges, of Albuquerque, N. M., for
Any person who desires to protest
is ex- Heavy
construction'
Rainfall
Winter the X
During
SE
rences of this kind.
SE
NE
SE against the allowance of said proof,
The devise, ceedingly
comprehensive, yet, under
Months is Good Assurance of a
of Sec. 10, W
and NE
whatever it might be, should be one the popular definition, at least
NW or who knows of any substantial rea4,500
Year of Plenty.
of SW
ICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
XW
which would err upon the side of miles were so classified on
NE
SW
son under the laws and regulations
30.
June
Houston, Texas, Jan. IS. That the W
SE
NW
CITY OFFICE IN
and SW cf the Interior Department why such
E
safety, that is, should there be a fail- It might be said that the Hudson
-- -y
Bay state of Texas will figure prominently
SW 4 of NW
of Sec. 11, T. proof should not be allowed will be
ure in the mechanism it would result
Railway is under construction, since in the cotton crop of this year was 20
X., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
in showing a danger signal and would the dominion
given an opportunity at the
government has com- emphasized recently by the trend of
He names the following witnesses
lead to the repairing of the plant. pleted
time and place to
NEW MEXICAN DLDG. --v
events
New
and
in
York
surveys
given contracts
City, the great to prove his actual continuous adverse
the
of said claimant,
witnesses
This, of course, in this day of high for two large steel
bridges over the commercial center of this country, possession of said tract for twenty and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
speed, might result in unnecessary Nelson river.
OR
That will be a unique when fast selling of the great Ameri- years preceding the survey of the that submitted
by claimant.
delays, but to my mind the delay that line, in that it will be one of the best can staple followed a report of
heavy township, viz.:
MANUEL R. OTERO.
might occur from causes of this kind equipped on the
rainfall
in
all
parts of the Lone Star
E. A. Mlera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
continent, so far as
r, ,1,,J
Register.
nuuiu ue very nine consequence as iucvuucu
auu.1 loiimg. siock are con- state. This prospect .of a great crop
loss
of
the
life under other cerned, and yet it is not
against
this
is
further
year
emphasized
by
to
be
likely
circumstances."
m operation lor longer
than four the activity of farmers since generous
Future of Airships.
months in each year.
Its mission rains have put a season in the ground
Doubts about the future of airships will be to
out from 120,000,000 that insures not only a cotton crop
carry
is expressed by the commercial as- to 200,000,000
bushels of wheat during but crops of all kinds. It is a well
sociations of enterprising cities which the season, of
known fact in this country, proven by
1
navigation through
are actively hustling for new indus- Hudson
and if it succeeds in years of experience, that when there
Straits,
is heavy rainfall during the winter
In inviting new enterprises to doing this at a
tries.
saving of two cents
carrying me u. S. mail and pas- the rate of. $5.0v per hundred lba.
their midst some of them specifically per bushel to western
months1, such as has come in the past
bef-ee- n
senger
Vaughn, X. II., and
producers it "ftfv wool.- - a
,
Special automobile furnished to ac bar airship factories.
iof "o nnnnn.
.1,
The recent will justify the
ocetauu lOHOWingi
Hossell, N. M., ccr.necting with. tli commodate any nuailer ol
of $25.- - is
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
expenditure
in
California and Louis- ooo.iwo tor constrncHnTi tinl
nigniy prosperous and that, all kinds
passenger.) catastrophies
SI Pio & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make
..
of
11
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REin
farm
special connection, with aaj 1MT1.1
'l"!'
,..,..1.
productions are
In
s "
in rtoAey I.ment ny the government.
land liailroads and the Atchison, train at
,
Canada abundance. It was this produced
also to connect with
Vaughn,
A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE
MEMBER
well
u
estnhauu
uiu
YOU A GREAT
noi
to
has entered upon a period of commer-- j
anytnmg
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor me
DEAL OF TIME.
lavur in which naruneaueci Dust cial expansion wbi,.b
BUSY PEOPLE
"V" started the great cot- i. ished factm that
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., airly ranee for Santa
RUBBER
c,
ARE
USING
ton salfis
tne...markpt centers of the
Fe, N. M., by com ness men hold the airship
,
In Roswei at 3:30 p. ta.
companies
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
HUSO
fiflVtilmimntir
ii
.
'
' viu iiuciiL pnar Tnnca
t
nn
h
i
with Manager of the
riintr
munlcating
l
....
"wiuiufi me oifiine npR-irwnich nave sprang up and gone forth
:i
Leave Rose!l at 12:30 a, m. arrive
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAYS
The year
interests.
t
,ui lainvay
frt
t
Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., a;
T
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
looking for a location.
The Wright
a
new
in
record
volume
save
leabt .'4 noura m advance. Rate tor
'"
HI lu- - of traffic and value of
" ioiciii.-.
Baggage illowance of 50 lbs. tc i
nf,
earnings; but
each regular ticket, excess baggage ai
.
,vaateIOUr0,igether
against the figures in those regards will in WHY NOT SANTA FE
ou
e.Loer point
o,U6r.la
which they contended sr. long ...id evitably swell with
the growth of
INSTEAD OF SAN ANTONIO.
PRICE-LIS- T
with such brilliant outcome.
It is known that
production.
'
tress factories, stov
Ffl
came
settlers
paper
e
into the Dominion This City Has as Many, In Fact
Inches ong
1st
Stamp, not over 2
More,
mills, and denatured alcohol works during the year
and in
Attractions for Tourists Than
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
but no airship factories for us," said that fact alone just closed,
lies an inestimable
Herewith are some Bargain offered
Favorite Texas Town.
One-lin-e
Inches long
one commercial club.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
29t,
TIME TABLE ALL
The decennial census
potentiality.
San. Antonio,
18.
Texas, Jan.
by th New Mexican Printing com...
White Slave Traffic.
Each
.
15k
Will ho tol'n
line
additional
on
stamp,
,,!!
una
ana
iMJi"
ueAi.,
is
it
Tourists
homeseekers from the
LOCAL TRAINS The great headway made against confidently
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
and not over 5 Inches long
to reveal an in- - North and' East are coming into this
Stamp, over 3
25,
the white slave traffic in the fight on crease in expected
Territory of New Mexico. 1897, eheej
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
population of at least 80 city by the thousands and Indications
bound, $1; paper bound, 75e. Missouri
The following are He time
commercialized
vice,
'
three
cent.
began
This will signify- a nation ata in
per
One-- l ne
tables
the
offnpt tTiot a feicatcr
rAniA. num
vwvStamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
of the local railroads:
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
years ago by the Illinois Vigilance of nearly S.OOO.noo
will visit San Antonio this year
ber
Each additional line, same price.
J6; the two for
Association
in
io
Chicago, will be reInadequate Water Supply.
than ever before. Last year it. was
Adapted to New Maxico Code, Lawa of
viewed soon at the annual meting of
on Stamp count as two lines.)
lines
(Curved
Alarm
is
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
in Chicago at the estimated that 20,000 tourists
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
spent
the organization February 12 and 13. inadequacy growing
1903, Leave
Borders
of
all
of the water supply in all or a part of the winter
shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 2Gc'
here.
at proportionate prices.
sizes
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west- Many convictions have been had many parts of the city.
full leather $3. Sherlff'e Flexible
Since the Should this year surpass the crowd
Larger
throughout the country already under recent catastrophe in the Stock Yard of
Inch Inch In slz, we charts for one
Where type used Is over one-haCow Pocket Docket, single, $125-tw- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
to
will
far
It
go
last,
demonstrate
the interstate statute enacted by Conin which Chief Horan and his that this is the most
fire,
or more books, 1 each. Nw
or
Inch
one-hafraction.
line
for each
popular health
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 gress, and in the nine states which
t
men lost their lives, there have been and
Mexico uSpreme Court
pleasure resort in the South.
Reports No, p m.
have passed state laws or strengthen- - a number
DATES, ETC,
3 and 10 inclusive
of
$3.30 each. Comu'l-atlofires, that Those coming here, too,
1:00 p. m. connect with No. 1
seeking
west ed old ones many culprits have been j in a terra cottathreading
Local Dater any town and date for
Ms
Corporation
7oc. Compll-Uo- bound.
plant having disclosed homes and investments are in excess
,
Mining L:.-8of
50c.
5f
the
like
last
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
period
year
and
are
Money'
Returning
arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Digest of Xew Mexico Reports, full
line Dater
35
bringing with them a vast sum of
m.
Regular
p.
beep, $6 B0; full liat school blank
money which will add materially to
1 .54
Definance Model Band Dstsr
7:20 p. m. connect with Xo. 7 and
agricultural development no-- on In
9 westbound;
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.59
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
various parts of the Southwest. The
TO AND FROM ROSWELl
Check
Protector
Pearl
arrive
Returning
at
1.50
Santa
Fe
well established fact that this
Connection made with Automobile
part
p. m
8TAMP
PADS.
of the South offers every opportunity
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily
zxa
10
15
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
25 cents: 2 4x4 4.
2
for
success
cents:
in
this
cents;
it
particular busiD. & R. G. Ry.
5 cents; 3
50 cents; 4
75 cents.
ness that is present In lower Caliat 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
l
Ltave 10:15 a. m. for north.
at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
fornia or Florida has attracted wide
' FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDKESS
Rob well for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
attention and is responsible for inArrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
USED THE WOULD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN OME
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
creasing Immigration to this part of
New Mexico Central
DAY.
Ry.
fare oetween Santa Fe and Torrance
the country. The great ranches are
Leave 7:30 a. m. connecU with No.
Always remember the full name. Look
m $5.80 and between Torrance and 84 east
fast fading before the man with the
and 33 south and west
j
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on antn.
few this signature on every box.
A NT A FE, NEW MEXICO
plow and the time is near when this
Arrive 8 p, m. with
25c.
from
wire- .-.
W. Btocaard. No. 33 easi; NaVTouti
will be one of the great agricultural
bow,
and
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PROCEEDING OF THE BOARD
EQUALIZATION.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

1911.

OF

STUNG.

to I.unibertiiu,

per mile, $1,500.1").
Northeastern, Id
I'aso & Rock' Island railroad, on its
main line from the Texas line,
north to Santa Rosa, per mile,

BLOOD TROUBLES

On the El Paso and

VALUATION'S
ON P ROPERTY
CONSTITUTIONAL INFECTION
PLACED BY THE TERRITORIAL
AT
$7.
OUiii.
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION,
Constitutional Blood Poison is the
ITS JANUARY SESSION, A. D., On its water right lands, located in most insidious of all diseases.
It
r
:n
n insignificant manner,
bc;r::-1911.
Lincoln county, to be valued as
t'l-'
.iratit'v of a tin v sore
lands in the same vicinity.
Valuations placed by the
evt'k-tii'i
Ti ,r ti:e nr.', v uut.vur
uf its
board of equalization, upon the dif- On its Jarilla branch, per mile.
.! the
in the
!'.':t !
ferent classes of property through
and
mile,
out the territory of New Mexico, at On its Capitan branch, per
m: a .sh'. . tim-- r.s
j

sim-ilia-

s

j

!

l

.

its January session, 1911.
The following resolution was
ed by Mr. Cunningham

offer-

cuart

$2,200.00.
On the El

-- in t

duly seconded, adopted.
"Resolved, that all railroad property shall be and it is hereby valued
for assessment purposes on a milage
basis, such valuation shall be based
upon and include right of way, road
side
bed, tracks, turnouts, wyes,
trnrVs mrllnE's. snurs turntables, tel
eranh and telephone lines, actually
owned by the, road, station grounds,
buildings, reading room buildings,
eating houses, hotel buildings, reading room bujldings, round houses, ice
houses, machine shops, lands used for
water supply, tie treating plants, pipe
lines, coal chutes, water tanks, stationary engines, stockyards and all
and imbuildings, superstructures
provements of every kind whatsoever, and shall also include locomotive engines,
passenger coaches,
freight cars, way cars, or cabooses,
hand cars, velocipedes and generally
rolling stock of all kinds; ties, timber, lumber, and store house supplies
of all kinds; coal, fuel or all Kinas,
tools, implements, machinery and ap--j
pliances of all kinds and generally,
personal property of all kinds used
for railroad purposes, except as speProvided,
cifically valued below.
that this valuation shall not apply to
that portion of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railway company acquired from the Santa Fe Pacific
Railway company, the taxation of
which is partly regulated by act of
U. S. congress, nor shall it apply to
sleeping car companies.
On motion it was ordered that following valuations be and the same
are hereby placed for assessment purposes for the year 1911 on the various
railroads subject to taxation, and
other classes of property herein below listed to wit:
On the Eastern railway of New
Mexico, Pecos Valley lines:
On its main line from Carlsbad depot north, to the Texas line, per
mile, $4,500.00.
On its main line from its Carlsbad de- pot south, to the Texas line, per

Con-onl-

iio

boy,

'

through
or

cob- -

lt"ij

outside

the

On agricultural lands actually in
cultivation without permanent water
rights not less than $7.50 per acre.
Oiwigrieultural lands not being
under ditch or in artesian district or under pumping the
"Campbell or dry farming system,
"$1.25 per acre. This shall include
the Santa Fe railroad lands in Curry

panies, carrying one

policeman a' onr,,

A

the collar and

him by

shoiu.p.i

"Whom do you k"hh

by

"Why, my fri.

n

!

the 'bobhy.'
whined

vk-hel!-

the boy. "lie w. u have met me
here, but he hasn't onse." The
of course ;,,
the explanation and let him go. whereupon
-the boy retreated
ity paces, struck
a derisive attitude and yelled; "And

whom did you ti,
Christian Register
m-i-

TOO

i,y

the bobby?'

BAD.

j

e

Coal Lands.
On coal lands within ten miles
from any operated railroad $25.00 per

acre.
0n coal lands more than ten miles
from a railroad $10.00 per acre.
Mineral Lands and Mines.
All mineral lands and patented
mines not less than $15.00 per acre.
The valuations placed upon land3
ln the foregoing schedule are intend-- ,
ed to apply to, and are hereby made
applicable to, and to include all land
grants and other tracts of land, and
sucn grants and classified by this
board, shall be separated, as far as
possible, into the respective acreage
of each such class by the assessing
authorities of the county and shall
be assessed at the valuation per acre
specified In the classification by this
board.
Live Stock.
On range stock horses, per head,

$3,500.00.

per mile,

$3,500.00.

On its Santa Rita branch, per mile,
j

$3,000.00.

On the terminal facilities, lands, su- perstructures and improvements ofkinds in the city of Albuquerincluding the shops fixtures,

j

machinery and materials, hereto-- ;fore assessed to the Santa Fe Pacific Railway company, and now
the property of the Atchison, To-com- peka and Santa Fe Railroad
$140,000.00.
pany '
(This does not Include freehold
leases, which shall be assessed to the
tenants occupying same.)
On the terminal facilities, lands, suoi
perstructures and improvements
all kinds in the city of Las Vegas,

j

$12.50.

1

a

i&

it

wire,

per

j

j

j
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in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

Destitute.
c1entists avr that sharks
Make splendid fuod, but wo remark
That our luck's ni.ot
might expect
V7e haven't got a single shark.

Turns Critic Herself.
I
"You don't know how amused
was," said Mrs. Lnpsllng, "when a
truckman came to carry away the
kitchen stove the other day.
" 'Won't you need help?' I said.
" 'Yes'm,' he says. I'll have to have
some insistence.'
"Don't some people make the funni-

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
ft

est mistakes!"

Her Preference.
"You girls are beyond ra4," said the
father, as he tkd the ribbon of hi
daughter's shoe. "Why don't you wear
buttoned shoes that won't come unfastened, instead of these confounded
things that are untied half the time?"
"Because, papR." sn id Gladys sweet1910.
as- - ly, "I'd rather have a how than get the
Tlie reports of the members
hook." Harper's Weekly.
signed to visit certain counties were
received, considered and duly filed.
The accounts for mileage and per
Set Him Free.
"And why, pray, do you refuse t
diem, (allowed out of preceding fis- cal year) for members and for filing button me up the back?"
"Because you told mo that you did
cases for office as ordered by the
board at its September meeting are not want me to do It any more."
"You must be crazy!"
hereby approved.
"Well, you told me that you hoped I
88,
with
In compliance
chapter
would never do anything behind your
aws of 19o3, the president of the back that I could not do before
your
board hereby assigns members to vis- - face."
as
follows.
it the varjous counties,
T D purnSj San Juan and Santa
Preventing Nostalgia.
pe counties.
Seymour I see that you have a
Sandoval,
Torrance,
Alejandro
thermometer hung up in your chicken
sierra and Socorro counties.
house.
B Spitz, Grant,
Luna, McKinley
Ashley Yes, it Is to keep the chick
and' Lincoln counties.
ens from becoming homesick.
Guadalupe,
Quay,
Henry Lutz,
Seymour Homesick?
Dona Ana and Valencia counties.
my chickens were born
Ashley
Frank P. Jones, Bernalillo, San Mi- in an incubator, and the first thing
counUnion
guel, Colfax, Mora and
they saw was a thermometer.
ties.
J. M. Cunningham,
Chaves, Eddy,
Can't Be Ignored Then.
Curry and Roosevelt counties.
"Few people take a blowhard seri
F Hinlcle, Rio Arriba, Taos, San- ously."
dovai and 0tero counties.
"Unless ho happens to be the perHINKLE.
p,
j,
son who furnishes wind for a baas

horn."

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

j
j

ll

,

ffTfi

i

4

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there i3 no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
n the fool is deceiving himself.
11

m

AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

NON-PROGRESSIV-

E

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
5

"7
A HIGH ROLLER.

I

til
16)

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

j

j

A

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

Nw

F P joNES, Secretary po tem.
xerritory of New Mexico, Office of
the Auditor.
j hereby certify that the above and
foregoing extracts are true and cor-arect copy or the record of the pro-qu-e
ceedings of the board of equalization
of the territory of New Mexico, held
at Santa Fe during the session of the
board which commenced January 9th,

A

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

Yi-s- ,

j

ii

BUSINESS.

mile,

President.

2

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day, IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

Y'CJ

Mrs. Fly Isn't It a pity that such a
fine smooth floor for dancing is not
level?

Attest:

M

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

51

j

a

,

m

wdre, per mile,

levied for the year 1009
and collected during the year 1010,
have been far above the average
which Is very gratifying all condi
tions being considered. The year has
been one of almost
unparalleled
drouth, the cattle and cheep men
have been very heavy loosers. The
products of the farms have been very
much
curtailed.
Notwithstanding
these unfortunate conditions the collections to date have been approximately .855 on an average throughout the territory and with the delinquent taxes to come in wdll amount
to something over .90 (Ninety per
cent.)
Our district attornews have awakened to the situation and we heartily
congratulate them on acceptins the
recommendations of this board at the
last year's session, that of January,

e

$3,000.00.

i

"The taxes

Grazing Lands.
On grazing lands with stock water
thereon, by well or otherwise, so lo-- ;
cated or situated as to utilize privt- leges of grazing upon government

On its Socorro and Magdalena branch
per mile, $3,750.00.
On its Santa Fe and Lamy branch,
per mile, $4,000.00.
On its Cerrillos Coal railroad branch,
per mile, $3,000.00.
On its Las Vegas Hot Springs branch,
per mile, $3,000.00.
On its Blossburg branch, per mile,

i

"

L

$5.00.

than $25 per acre.
Where conditions warrant, the local taxing authorities are directed to
place values on agricultural lands at
a higher value in proportion aa based
on the location and quality.

$3,250.00.

n

K-i'- t

EO."

$20.00.

On each additional

county.
On bearing orchard lands, not less

On its Lake Valley branch, per mile,

ii

palnee to see the i!j- rur come forth
for his afternoon ai'iii
Finding the
exclaimed:
delay tedious he
1
"The bobby
eliall

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta,

acre.

'

branch,

bier's

:.!

i

-

Hebron

crop out.

1

land, per acre $1.50.
On grazing lands so situated or
cated as to utilize grazing privileges
? 950 00
The Pecos Valley line must be as-- ! on government land, without stock
sessed in Curry county on the lines water, per acre $1.00.
On large tracts of grazing lands
as now operated from Portales to
iheld in alternating sections with govrppyipo
rn the New Mexico and Arizona eminent lands 25 cts. (twenty-fivRailroad company, on its main line cents.) per acre.
On grazing lands other than those
from the Arizona line to Hachita,
above
specified, per acre, 40 cents.
$5,500.00.
mile,
per
to be applied to lands
rate
This
Santa
and
On the Atchison, Topeka
Fe railroad, on its main line from which are suitable, or being used for
its Albuquerque depot north to tha other purpose than grazing.
Timber Lands.
Colorado line, per mile,$10,000.00.
On timber lands west of the Rio
On its main line from its Albuquerten miles from
que depot south, to the Texas line, Grande river, within
acre.
a
$5.00
per
railroad,
$7,000.00.
per mile,
On timber lands east of the Rio
On its main line from Rincon to DemGrande river within ten miles of a
ing, per mile, $0,000.00.
On its Silver City branch, per mile, railroad, $3.50 per acre.
On all other timber lands, over ten
$5,200.00.
On its Whitewater branch, per mile, miles from a railroad, $1.50 per acre

On its

good Btor
about a

A

many

syuiploms Birrah?"

The noiitli and
Paso and Southwestern
skin erim ii'.us break
Ariout. sor s mil u.cris ppear on the
railroad, on its main line from
zona line to the Texas line, per lx.lv. t!: : ;'!;iti'!s in t
;roin swell,
and son .times t!ie li r omits out.
mile, $7,250.00.
y
On its main line from Hermanos to Mineral r.iolivitv s cannot cute
stitutional Vh
Poison; they
Deming, per mile, $3,500.00.
s'.uit the (lisca
ui) in t!i" svst m to
On its Dawson to Tucumcari branch, smoulder and s.vir. an
opportunity of
per mile, $5,000.00.
out aire.!., Tile only
breaking
On the Chicago Rock Island and El .sibie wav to cure tli disease is to
Paso railroad, on its main line, RKMOVK the sienn.-- . ton! tin: blood.
from Santa Rosa, to the Texas S. S. S. Koes into tie. lii. h'i, and while
removing the iuf.-- ion make-- , the
line, per mile, $7,750.00.
aud hi::k',y.
This
On the Alamogordo and Sacramento blood pure, fre
"lUS'-a general
railroad, per mile, $3,250.00.
Uiiii-o- fth
On the New Mexico Central railroad,
j up'
S j entire s vstetn ,
per
from Santa Fe to Torrance,
1
1
and wh..u S. S. S.
mile, $1,500.00.
has in a le a cure
All of the above and foregoing val, no return
there
uations are made pursuant to and in
hideous
of
tlie
conformity with the terms of the
s y in p t o in. s .
above and foregoing resolution estabH. S. S. is made
lishing the method of valuing rail.
i
entirely of vege
road property for purposes of assesstable matter, con ..lining not tit. ie.ist
ment, reference thereto being hereby
particle of mineral in any form. It is
as
order.
a part of this
made
a perfectly safe medicine and a certain
Agricultural Lands.
We have a
cure for blood poison.
On agricultural lands in actual cul Home treatment hook which we will
tjVation with permanent water rights be glad to send free to all who write
under ditch, artesian wells or pump- and request it, also any medical
ing plants not less than t7.50 per advice without charge.

and on motion
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$

f

in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took

1

I

Hew He xtcan,11 goes into the
ho mes of anfa Fe and it reaches

The

A. D., 1911.

On saddle ponies, per head, $15.00.
Witness my hand this the 17th day
All other horses and mules sail be of Jienuary, 1911.
assessed at the same percentage of
W. G. SARGENT,
Auditor.
the actual value as other classes of
property in the same location.
On range stock cattle north of the BEQUEST IN WILL TO
35th parallel, per head, $10.00.
BUILD A RAILROAD.
On range cattle, south of the 35th
Texas Millionaire Leaves $50,000 Toparallel, per head, $9.00.
$55,000.00.
"Chlmmle cant make love for a Wi
ward Completion of a Pet ProOn
other
than
cattle
stock,
superper
range
On terminal facilities, lands,
cent."
Promoted.
Had
He
of
not
all
head
less than $15.00.
ject
structures and improvements
"Naw der's got to be a million In
On common goats, per head, $1.00.
kinds in the City of Raton,
he'll ever 6igh fer a girl!"
On improved Angora goats, per head,
Simmons, Texas, Jan. IS. The will ft before
JUST FOR A CHANGffT
F. Simmons
Charles
Dr.
of
the
late
$1.50.
On the Santa Fe Pacific Railway
which was admitted to probate yestercompany, from its eastern terrain On sheep, per head, $1.75,
day, contained a number of unique
us west, to the New Mexico Ari-- ; On Burros, per head, $2.00.
Among these is one of
con-bequests.
On
$3.50.
of
zona line, as fixed by act
Swine, per head,
to the first railroad that
to
go
Banks.
gress.
j'
will build a line into Simmons fifty
or more south of San Antonio.
pany, on its lots and town proper-- institutions and trust companies shall ijUe
Two
ago the doctor started to
years
ty in the town of Gallup, N. M., be assessed on their capital, surplus build this road
himself, but getting
and net undivided profits, at the at
$2,704.50.
with certain interas
On the Colorado and Southern Rail- same percentage of valuation
ests he deflected the line to McDona
reon
in
their
its main line, per other classes of property
way company,
instead of coming directly to San
mile, $6,000.00.
spective localities.
Antonio.
McDona is a small town;
On the Southern Pacific Railway
All mercantile stocks shall he asmerely a flag station, fifteen miles
on
hanks.
its
as
main
company,
line, per sessed on same basis
southwest of San Antonio on the
mile, $11,500.00.
Telegraph and Telephones.
Southern Pacific. The line was fin
On the Denver & Rio Grande Railway On all telegraph lines carrying one ished and is now operated as far
company, on its main line, per mile,
wire, per mile, $50.00.
south as Jourdanton. It was about
On each additional wire, per mile, the time that this road was built that
$3,500.00.
On its main line from Antonito to
Dr. Simmons offered the $50,000 for
$5.00.
On local telephone companies, In the first road to Simmons. This is
Durango, per mile, $3,750.00.
On the line of railroad connecting
cities, towns, and villages for each ' not merely an offer, biu the cash is in
with the Denver & Rio Grande at telephone instrument, $15.00.
a bank in San Antonio and provisions
com-- are made for Its payment in his will.
Lumberton, running from El Vado On long distance telephone
j

ce in

very

lew Hexioo

8

j

$50,-00-

0

1

1

cross-purpos-

Walter Will you have your steaS
rare, sir?
Guest No; let me have It plentiful
tills timet

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidy Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Rfus substitutes.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.

fTT

Ita Work

It

Done.

Put the hammock In the atUoi
It's too cold for It outsldtt;
And its ml nalon Is completed;
uMatx. Ana U naw.. bdd.

M

H
'

m

I
I
8
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CONSTITUTION WILL PASS.
gala to congress 'XV. H. Andrews has
tion meetings were held last night in jo's signatures are affixed, and gold
asked Hon. I. Sparks, chairman of
the various precincts of San Miguel seals are placed. The engrossing was
(Continued From Page One.)
the board of county commissioners to
county. An enthusiastic gathering done by the New Mexican Printing
notify Mrs. Johanna F. Fiske of Sanwas that at Los Alamos, which was company, and those who have seen it
ta Fe, that she has been granted a in excellent health and splendid addressed by W. J. Lucas and F. O. declare it probably the finest piece of
pension of $12 per month as well voice. He will make a fiery close to Blood. Mr. Lucas made the principal handicraft done in the southwest.
Jan. IS
Colo.,
Denver,
addition- his campaign, for as a speaker he has address. He
as
$2.00
per month
spoke for statehood and
S The foreies'. is generally fair
al for each minor child, and also pay- the gift of eloquence and he never urged the people to vote for the adop COUNTERFEIT
with
V tonight
and
Thursday
ment of accrued invalid pension to fails to arouse his audiences to a tion of the constitution.
IN WEST.
CIRCULATES
Following
mm
h
N not
change in temperathe date of the death of her late hus- high pitch of enthusiasm.
the remarks of Messrs. Lucas and
til re.
Sierra
Line
County
Up.
band, Attorney E. A. Fiske.
Jan. 18. The best
Blood a vote was taken, those favor"Washington,
Socorro, N. M., Jan. IS That the
Eadly Hurt Last Saturday mornasked to counterfeit bills in the famous "Mun-roeconstitution
the
being
ing
You Will Find tents and
wajjori
constitution will carry in Sierra
ing v. bile hauling wood Convado
silver certificate turned out by
arise in their places. Of the large
covers at COKKKLS.
of Kelly, Socorro county, suffered county by a safe vote is the belief of number of men
but two fail- the Laylor-Jacobgang in 1S99 has
present
Butter
Merritts Best"
pound. a severe
afa
accident. He was driving
party of speakers, who have just re- ed to arise. Juan B. Gallegos, chair- been found circulating in Kansas by
and GKe dozen. I". AnKggs sr.c 4
ter a load of wood and was sitting turned from a trip through that sec- man of the
drews.
precinct central commit- the secret service. It is a
on the
of the wagon tion, speaking everywhere to crowdLos Alamos will give a ma- note on the National Bank of ComSee It Tonight it's great, John with his running gears
tee,
Bays
in
when
ed
unfeet hanging down,
houses and being greeted with
votes for the merce of Wichita, and will deceive
of twenty-fiv- e
It's at the
Dough and the Cherub.
passing over a large rock in lh road mistakable enthusiasm. In the par- jority
Kl!:s'. The real play house.
any but the most expert. The lathe
constitution.
one foot caught in such a manner ty were Judge M. C. Mechem, Judge
e
At the Armory.
If you want to see
of
"Jud'ie Clarence J. Roberts, S. B. work, which is usually the
it, was drawn back and the leg Frank XV. Parker, sheriff
that
Geronimo
a last, elean and snappy game of basM. M. Pad- all counterfeits, is practically perfect,
broken in two places and the foot ,ls0 Sanchez and others and meetings Davis, jr., t). J. Leahy and
ket ball, be there January 20. The broken.
Wiide up a party of Las Vegas but the fingers on the upraised hand
were held at Monticello,
Cuchillo, gett
on
Athletics are the boys.
Settlements of Levies )ing to Fairview, Las Palomas, Arrey, Hills-bor- men who drove to Mishawaka last of the Goddess who rides an' eagle
Charles Gann in His Advertisement suits
to address a statehood meet the right side are poor. The colored
E.
evening
District
Attorney
by
brought
At Hillsboro
and elsewhere.
silk threads are too many and too
Robtoday is calling attention to the fact: ('. Abbott, the Santa Fe railroad has
the court house was packed with en- ing in the school house. Judge His
that his restaurant will hereafter be made
erts
address.
heavy.
made
the
of
on
refusals
principal
settlements
thusiastic voters, who heard the meropen day and night.
remarks
wrre
amountinteresting
school bond and other lovi-particularly
eloand
its of the constitution ably
Smallpox at Springer.
Owing to ing to ?;!.579.C3.
as Jiu'ge Hoberts assisted in the
quently debated. There is no doubt
the prevalence of smallpox at Spring- Died Suddenly
James Heaver died that
framing of the constitution. His exis
rapidly
opposition
vanishing
er, the mayor of that town called off suddenly Sunday morning in Kelly,
perience as a lawyer enabled him to To Our Customers
A.
H.
and
former
District
Attorney
the statehood meeting which was to Socorro county, from heart disease.
of the conWolford gives it as his opinion that explain many provisions
have been held there last evening.
and
voters on
stitution
Mr. Beaver had been living in Kelly
the
enlighten
and Other Friends
statehood will carry in the county by some
Mock Trial Funny. The mock trial for the
questions 'which they did not
past few months, where he a safe
majority.
held last night by the Modern Wood- was engaged as a cook.
previously thoroughly understand.
An Appeal By Democrats.
men was declared "excruciatingly
Beat a Board Bill Df pity Sheriff
"Ne.'s is coming in from the cam6f
AlbuThe
New
Mexico
Democrat
imfunny" and everyone enjoyed it
Knrique Sena left Las Vegas for Apaigners in the more distant prethe
appeal
querque
following
prints
mensely.
lbuquerque where he will take charge
in cincts. They are meeting with courWE TAKE THIS OPPORNew Residence
The M. T. Dunla-v- of E. Kreisel. who is charged
with by Democrats to Democrats to vote
teous welcome and the people are enSaton
residence on Capitol Heights is be- 'beating a board bill at a Las Vegas approval of the constitution
thusiastic at the prospect of stateTUNITY to thank you for the
ginning to assume
sightly propor- restaurant. Kreisel was arrested by urday:
hood. The voters are listening with
Bernalillo
To
of
Democrats
the
tions. Finishing touches are also be- Bernalillo county officials.
business that you have favorattention to the remarks of the
County:
Receiver Appointed Judge Clarence
ing put on X. Salmon's fine mansion.
and
of
them
show
many
by
speakers
We, the undersigned Democrats,
ed us with this year or for
a
Horse Sunday jj. Roberts has announced
the
Boy Hurt
By
desir- their questions that they have been
as urge upon our brethren the
evening Lawrence Yessler, the 10, point ment of W. A. Henderson
of
a
the
from
document
of statehood and the advisabil- making study
kind .words, words of recom- year old son of Mr. and Mrs. V. E. receiver for the Union Commercial ability
out
were
sent
that
the
pamphlets
constituof
the
adopting
proposed
Yessler, at Xnravisa,
Quay county, Company of Clayton. Sone- time ago ity
some time ago. In the precincts that j
mendation that you may have
was thrown or fell from a horse and creditors of the firm filed a petition tion.
been visited there have been
have
is
In
our
constitution
the
opinion
un-was found some time later in an
j asking that it be declared bankrupt,
spoken concerning us. We
as good as we would be likely to get
Win
enneinus and eritieal nnndilinn
Vpar rIH
nipc T?nbppt
to support the constituare
unwilling
time
at
is
other
and
y
reasonably
should like to write each one
A Great Hart Schaffner and Marx Gaddis. the
son of Mr. and
Mition. Indications are that
ol amendment
Clothing Sale will begin Jan. 19th Mrs. Samuel Gaddis, died at. the eampj easy
of
roll
will
a
up
We believe that the defeat of the guel county
big majoriyou personally but our
l
nursday) at the Big store. Mr. on the sue of the storage reservoir
Las Vegas
Salmon is quoting some very attrac-jothe Las Vegas grant, where his proposed constitution means the de- ty for the constitution."
of friends is so large
host
Optic.
tive cut prices in his new ad today parents reside. Paralysis of the lungs feat of statehood.
we
as
a gift
With statehood
receive
That it is impractical.
Sand it will be well for the men to was the cause of death.
from the United States government, FIRST TRAVELING
read about the big sale carefully and; Slapped
the Landlady Charged in
addition to all lands heretofore
LIBRARY STARTS.
with slapping his landlady. Mrs. L. J.
take advantage of it.
Have the Flags Flying. The sug- Myers. John Carlson was pven a hear- granted to the territory, approximately 6,i0ii,ii.io acres of land, worth at
Continued from Page One.
gestion is made that as Saturday is ing at Las Vegas, in the conn of jus- the minimum value
nxed by Congress
Coming
a legal holiday and as it is the turn- tice of the peace, D. Tt. Murray. He
in the enabling
act, approximately will be sent to each delegate in the
ing point in New Mexico's history was given a fine and costs.
You
$20,000,000, for school and other pub- convention,
for lis duplicate copies
that every patriotic businessman and
Do Not Forget the White Sale now
lic purposes.
We secure this munifi- were
and
the
the
with
copy
printed,
property owner nave xne mars ana going on at seligman Bids. It is an cent
of
gift by adopting statehood; we original signatures will always reStripes flying so as to remind every excellent opportunity to lav in your lose it
statehood.
by
rejecting
main in the territorial
secretary's
and
supply of table linen, lingerie
lagging voter of his duty to vote.
But that is not alt we gam by office. The
ife other nec essaries.
copy was print- engrossed
Charlie and Kitty in Brussels
We
to
successful
a
statehood:
bring
ed on artificial parchment of great
an amusing scenic picture of great.
Water Famine at Lamy. That the conclusion a contest
which we have
The
interest. Sec it at the Elks' tonight, banta re is threatened with a water
durability and quite heavy.
waged for
years. We realSchool Committee
Meeting. The famine at Lamy is the news brought ize the fruition of our hopes long sheets are fastened together with
blue ribbon and the ends of the rib-- !
committee to arrange for another by a local railroad man yesterday. deferred.
We secure the blessings o
to the place where
county teachers' and directors' meet- - The water there is running low and
a privilege estimated bon are drawn
Yours Very Truly.
an- ui iieigma umiii ai uiac point rue among freemen as ueyond price. We President Spiess and Secretary Armi- nig, cumpuseu ol it. j Aspiuuu,
matter
dido Ortiz, Manuel Montoya, and
may become a problem unless
n.,u ha.n i
r,f
hi.
John V. Conway, will meet at the more precipitation occurs.
Freight egate, two senators and two reprecounty superintendet's office tomor-- trains north, it is said, are carrying sentatives to represent us in the counwater cars to that point and the cils of the nation. We shall have all
row evening at 7 p. m.
I
company is caretully conserving ev- safeguards provided by the enabling
M?y Close School at Pojoaque.
Word has been received by County ery drop of water around Lamy.
III
act and the provisions of our consti- j
j
iff,Ifjty
School Superintendent Conway, that
From 30 to 41 Degrees That was tution
a scarlet fever epidemic, is raging the range in temperature
With state government we may uczij jr.
yesterday
among the school children of chool and the average relative humidity rightfully expect a great influx of
district No. 1, Pojoaque, which will was ST per cent. The lowest temper- capital, and people to develop our
probably result, in the closing of the ature during last nsy'it was 27 de- latent resources, and great increase
school for the rest of the term.
grees and at G o'clock this morning in population, wealth and general
The pre- prosperity of our people.
Biq Change of Pictures at. the Elks' it was one degree higher.
We respectfully point out to those
tonight: Hobo's Xmas; On the Mexi- cipitation for 21 hours ending at 6
Considered
can Rorder, and John Dough and the a. m. today was 0.01 of au inch of who differ from us that a vote against
snow. Yesterday was a cloudy day, the constitution is in reality a vote
Cherub. All subjects good ones.
Hobo's Xmas, a Christmas comedy one of the rare real cloudy days seen against statehood.
is a film that will amuse and thrill. in .New Mexico, a day that was a reTo those who oppose the constitulief to the eyes perhaps but one that tion because it does not declare for
It's at the Elks' tonight.
PJSVGF
makes even residents of New Mexico prohibition, we say, neither does it
New Teacher at Kennedy
Superintendent of County Public Schools appreciate their usual sunshiny days. declare against prohibition. If stateJohn V. Conway, has secured the ser- A light snow fell in the afternoon and hood should be defeated you get not
vices of Mrs. Eleonor C. Almieda, to made the moonlight night all the prohibition, but you do perpetuate
take charge of the Kennedy school. more beautiful.
territorial government.
THE PACE FOR 1911
To those who oppose the constituMrs. Almieda will fill the unexpired
Beaten Up in Fight. J. J. Mercer,
will surely be set by our livery it-- i
term made vacant through the illness a carpenter who has many friends tion because it does not provide for
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
of Manuel Gutierrez, who is at pres- here, is ill in bed at his home, 112 direct legislation, we answer that you
1
private ones. If you
thvGcSG
direct legislation under
ent confined at St. Vincent's hospi- College street, suffering from injur- do not ha-ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
and
tal.
ies received early yesterday morning. territorial form of government,
or you have an engagement where a
Sending Out Ballots. The probata It is said he was pitched upon by a that a defeat of statehood does not
j
carriage is necessary or proper, send
clerk today is sending out ballots for man who struck him in the face, secure direct legislation, but only
us word and we will see that you are
the election Saturday. Ballots for and probably breaking his nose, and gash- perpetuates the burden of a terriwell cared for. We guarantee you'll
against the constitution were sent to ed him in the head. The police are torial government.
sixty-thre- e
be pleased with our service
and
The
that
it
has
fact
San Ildefonso, Pojoaque, Nambe and
required
on
the case which will be
working
secure
of
to
the
prices.
years
struggle
Frank
Arthur
Selig- heard by Justice J. M. Garcia tomorTesuque.
Owen,
is
opportunity for
man. Arthur P. Hill carried the tick- row morning.
i
4
sufficient evidence that it is not
ets to their destination.
Tomorrow
Elks Meet Tonight. The
local
Let
us accept it
easily obtained.
tickets will be sent to the other preS10 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Re4.
lodge of B. P. O. K. will meet at 7:30 while there is opportunity, and becincts in the county. ,
to discuss plans for erecting fore it eludes our grasp.
tonight
Ignacio Perea, 81 years old and a
building for the Elks of Santa Fe.
If the things which the constitu
practically all his life a resident of
Less Snow In Colorado. Director tion does not contain are right, and
the Rio Grande valley, died at 1:30
RIPE FRUIT NOW
I
worth while, they will live, and if the
yesterday afternoon, at the residence Charles E. Linney has received the
the
desire
constitution
them,
snowfall
of
people
builletin
Colorado
the
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
of his son, Judge David Perea, in Old
can be amended to provide for them.
Death resulted from a section climatological service, and it
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Albuquerque.
to
conmuch
is
It
easier
the
amend
DESIGNS.
Mr. shows that the season's snowfall up
short illness with pneumonia.
BOYLE
V.
R,
Mgr.
stitution than it is to get an enabling
Perea at one time owned nearly all to December 31 was much less than act
from
CLAREHDON
YARDS
POULTRY
Congress.
last
period
the present townsite oi Albuquerque for the corresponuing
FRE8H IiAID EGGS every:d
We respectfully ask your earnest
and much adjoining land in Old Town year and as a whole considerably less
Chickens
bred
barred
Rocks
iminre
of
and
White
most
the
Plymouth
consideration
this,
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed ou Wyandotte.
and in various parts of the Rio Gran- than the normal. As the Rio Grande
clean wholesome food
come
that
has
public
No
portant
oJ
question
chance
Tuberculosis
nor
germs
Ptomaine
only.
Copolsonmg.
and the San Juan rivers rises in
de valley.
A FEW FAT HENS FOH EATING.
before the people of this territory in
Officers of Bernalillo County Bar lorado this news is of interest to New half a
century.
M. E. Hickey was elected Mexico.
Association
Neill B. Field, Simon Stern, James
as president of the Hernalillo County
McDonald, William Sanguinette, Col.
Bar Association at a largely attended MINING TOWNS LOSE
J. G. Albright, Pete Domenica, O. N.
meeting held yesterday afternoon in
HEAVILY IN POPULATION.
Marron, A. B. McMillen, W, S. Hope
the office of Herbert Raynolds at AlIsaac Barth, James Boyce,
buquerque. The other officers elected Cripple Creek and Leadville, Colo. well,
James H. Wroth, W. B. McGaffey, Denare: H. J. Collins and Julius Staab.
Show Disheartening Decline in
nis Chaves, C. H. Conner, R, O. Arvice presidents; Miss Xtllie Brewer,
1910 Census Returns.
chuleta, J. A. Montoya, W. Dorman,
F.
H.
and
treassecretary,
Raynolds
W. Y. Walton, W. G. Shadrach, J. E.
R.
urer; George
Craig and H. B.
Washington, Jan, 18. The official Kraft, W. P. Kelly, E. A Vaughey, M.
Jamison wore chosen as members of census report today of Colorado cities
M and ell, Ed McGuire,
J.
Cipriano
the executive committee.
of more than 5,000 population is as
Sanchez, Frank McKee, Bob Sharp,
Flournoy Buys Gallup Bank M. W. follows:
A. H. Heyn, D. K. B. Sellers, George
Flournoy, vice president of the First Cities
1910.
1900.
K. Neher, A. A. Henry, D. Bill Adams,
National bank of Albuquerque,
to-- ' Boulder
9,539
6,150 Ike C.
Graham, John McCrea, Frank
gether with Francis Gallagher and T. Canon City
3,775
5,162
Tomei, John W. Sullivan, Spencer K.
M. Quebedeau,
assistant cashiers of Colorado Springs
29,078
21,085
Robert
Smith, J. M. Ortega,
the First National bank of El Paso, Cripple Creek
10,147
6,206
W. Dorman Tucker, Ph. D., H.
have secured control of the McKinley Denver
213,381
133,859 S.
Simond, Warren Graham, C. A.
county bank at Gallup and wid as Fort Collins
8,210
3,053
King, Clint M. Turner,' George Wolf,
sunie charge of that institution on Grand Junction . .' . .
7,754
3,503
Jake B, Myer, Julius Mandell Joseph
February 1. Mr. Flournoy is to be Greeley
8,179
3,024 H.
Stamps, George T. Gould, William
of
the
president
Gallup bank and Mr.. Leadville
;.. 7,508 12,455 S. Ziegler,
F. F. Trotter, Frank T.
Gallagher, vice president.
Pueblo
44,395
28,157
Strother, Andy S. Robinson, Frank
Another
Pension
Secured. Dele-- Trinidad
10,204
5,345
Quier, Alex. Jordan, C. W. Hunter,
i
Juan B. Salazar, John Werdinger,
are iuded by the comPany they keeP they
BISHOP JULIUS ATWOOD
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
Samuel Neustadt, Felipe Gurule, N. G.
CONSECRATED AT BOSTON.
are also judged by the furniture in their
Martin, J. A. Brittaln, Ernest Meyers,
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
J. W. Thome, Ed P, Simon, Frank
have
If
home.
good furniture, you need not be ashamed
you
Phoenix Divine to Have Charge of
Sol Welller, W. L. Trimble, Mark
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
New Episcopal
others
Missionary Dio-- the
It is a mark of culof
opinion
may have of you.
Levy, C. W. McClintock, A. D. GraII Classes of Corporations, on
ciose of Arizona.
Banking,
ham, William Dorff, R. L. Hust, P. W.
ture to have a nicely furnished home.
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. ComA. Bordeux, L. T. Delany,
Boston, Jan. 18. In Trinity Church Kirsch, J.
H. T. Scheele, C. S. Quickel,
Tony
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
Rev.
Atwood
Dr.
Walter
Julius
today
of Phoenix, Arizona, was consecrated Ortiz, H. S. Knight, H. R. Litton, E.
W. Knox, C. 3. P. Blttener, John Rog
becoming
Bishop of the new missionary diocese
W. C. Ooestretch, W.
of Arizona, of the Protestant Episco- ers, M A. Ikels,
C. Hickock, H. A.' Tyler.
Write for Circular.
&
pal churcn. The ceremonies were
n .1,11
Rural Precincts Enthusiastic.
t
i,, nlLi
Jdiiid ic, II. m. rence Bishop of Massachusetts.
s.
"Several enhusiastic
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no. 4 Andrews Cash

WEDNESDAY,

j

j

"

Received

English

Arrow Root,

Rich-tea-

Chocolate, V;. ilia and
Perfecto, Priinhena, Tom
London B:.;cjit, Chocolate
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches

,

Wafers

Biscuits,

Marie, Tan
Lemon

and

Yum, Pan

San, Yum
Clover

Wafers,

Wafers,

Sugzat
Leaf,

a

Pan,

s

YeroniqueJ

-

if-

ten-doll-

Thumb, Vienna Sugar '.lingers, Chocolate'
Butter and Water
llydro.x. Afternoon Tea,
and Stix.

tell-tal-

Try a Box of Assorted Sugar Wafers.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

i

Phone No. 4.

j

Commencing Monday, January

An Absolute Clp.'irnnrp
Of

the Entire Stock

,Wi1h0Ut

I

.ilf

any

Dry Goods, Clothing and Furnishings
At Tremendous Reductions

I

?

XV

A

'

j

R,

i

t

I

(

n

I

For Your New Years Callers!
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TA8LE KETTLE.
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the mast attractive in appearance.

May the
a
Year Bring
Full Measure
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity.

(

j
;

sixty-thre-

e

i

j

j

.

H. S. Kaune & Co.

1

S5ITY AND A
YEAR ROUND
,

manufacturing Jeweler.

Are

rirsftT

riiliJi

nAiisvAvvmn

ni lpfl

assukjsde

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

ULHuO

SlL

HACK SERVICE

SYoW;

Baggies and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE
flurry!

Hurry!

& Marx

Clothing Sale Will Begin Thurs
day Morning Jan. 19, Will End
When the Light Goes Out on
Saturday Night January 22nd.
A fortunate cash purchase is closing out the Winter
stock of one of th ebest known and most reliable manufacturers of good clothing enables us to increase
greatly the attractions of our sale of mens Minter
Clothing. The prices we name on the class of merchandise offered surpass in value giving any sale
that Santa Fe has ever known. Past experience has
satisfied our patrons that we advertise only facts.
We make mention of only a few of our
but
our store is running over with them.
cut-price-

s,

let this opportunity slip away means a loss to you.

Suits for $30.00 now $24.00
27.00
25.00

MvMM'

will

Gcrdy .goj be

I

tillyon try

;

j

Always freshed-

-

i

ZOO ICS

I

mm

AUFNnON
GARDEN

Our Great Hart Schaffner

"
"

You

Finest

f

Yes, You'll Have to Hurry!

To

lis

to be

Williams

News for Men
j

The

rnilMiiiM

Irow tov 5ood

2EHHt!3KJ!?S!'?3!ESCT

Hurry!

p

1

tiM9

-

"

"

22.50
20.00

Nathan Salmon.
Taailor nd Clotheir.

Moli-neau-

'

Ba-rel-

935 Pages, $7.00

r.

vtnr(
rCUpiC

Our Installment plan, will help you to
furnish up in
style.
The Santa Fe Hardware
Supply Co.

